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Abstract

A Call Server in a telephone switch is responsible for handling call processing requests. 

Call Server clustering can provide scalability, reduced operational cost, fault tolerance 

and load sharing. This thesis focuses on load sharing in Call Server clusters. It 

investigates static and adaptive load sharing techniques for effectively handling the load 

spikes occurring on the system. It has been observed that adaptive policies that use load 

information of the overloaded Call Server (sender) and the under loaded Call Server 

(receiver) perform better for a wide range of the load. A detailed simulation model is 

developed using the OPNET tool. The model is used to study the performance of the 

Call Server clusters using various load sharing strategies under different load conditions. 

A comparison of the performances of the load sharing strategies and various insights 

gained into their behavior and performance are presented.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

One way to enhance the power of a system is through deploying multiple processing 

resources. These multiple processing resources can be provided through a multiprocessor 

system, parallel input/output system or through a cluster of workstations. Utilizing 

multiple resources leads to the improvement of performance and reliability. But the 

performance improvement is at the cost of increased complexity of the system. The 

major complex issues are data management, load balancing and accessing shared 

resources and data. This thesis has focused on handling the issues of load sharing in Call 

Server clusters.

1.1 Motivation
With increasing demands of the telecommunications services, wireline and wireless, the 

voice and data call switches have to supply a large call handling capacity. There are two 

new technologies that have increased the switching capacity of telecommunication 

servers. One is the internet There has been an explosive increase in the usage of internet 

in the recent years. The other is mobile technology, which is becoming an integral part of 

every day life. Because of these, the switching capacities of the existing Call Servers are 

being pushed to their limits. Another important issue in the context of 

telecommunication systems is fault tolerance.

1
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In order to handle the increased capacity demand, provide the required fault tolerance, 

and minimize the operational costs for the phone companies, Nortel Networks and 

Carleton University are jointly investigating the performance advantages of Call Server 

clustering. Such clusters are to be able to work with both circuit switched networks and 

Voice over IP networks. In the context of this thesis, a Call Server (CS) is an element 

consisting of a call control engine that performs call processing. A Call Server cluster is 

a group of multiple individual Call Servers covering a designated geographical area. Call 

Server clustering provides the advantages of scalability and reliability.

Load sharing in a Call Server cluster can be achieved at two different levels. The first 

level can be provided by installing different peripherals to different Call Servers in a 

cluster. Every peripheral is associated or owned by one Call Server, so it can initiate 

calls for only those subscribers who are wired to that peripheral. Thus traffics from 

multiple peripherals are directed to multiple Call Servers. The next level of load sharing 

can be achieved at the Call Server itself. Call Servers in a cluster may be subjected to 

different loads at a given time. One of the Call Servers in the cluster may be overloaded 

while there are other Call Servers that are operating below their engineered load level. In 

case of such an unbalanced situation, it is possible to distribute the traffic across the 

different Call Servers in the cluster. This level of load sharing prevents a single Call 

Server becoming the performance bottleneck. This also provides fault tolerance. When 

one of the Call Servers in the cluster fails, the service provided by failed CS can fall over 

to another CS in the cluster automatically. When the failed Call Server is restored, the 

service can again be restored to i t  This mechanism prevents having a single point of 

failure in a Call Server cluster and minimizes the impact of single Call Server failures.

2
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1.2 Research Outline
This thesis focuses on load sharing in Call Server clusters for achieving high system 

performance. There are generally two terms used in the context of distributing the load 

among different nodes of a distributed system. One is termed as load balancing and the 

other is usually known as load sharing. Is there any difference between these two terms? 

In literature, most of the time, these two terms are used interchangeably. But some 

authors [Fer86] have defined load balancing as a finer approach that equalizes the load 

among the nodes of a distributed system. On the other hand, load sharing is a coarser 

form of load distribution, where load is only transferred from overloaded nodes to idle 

nodes without attempting to equalize the loads of all the nodes.

Majumdar, Sim and Kopec have done some initial work on Call Server clusters [Maj04]. 

In a Call Server cluster, any Call Server can be selected to process any call, so the first 

action on receiving a new call is to select an appropriate Call Server that will process 

that call. The concept of Call Server cluster and the selection of a Call Server for 

handling a new incoming call in order to minimize remote data access are discussed in 

[Maj04]. The proposed Call Server selection strategies are based on the characteristics of 

the call. The Call Server, which has the ownership of the state data of the originator of 

the call, is selected for processing the new call.

In this thesis, we devise strategies which also consider the characteristics of the system 

to select a Call Server. In situations of load imbalance on different Call Servers of a 

cluster, the CS subjected to high volumes of calls may become overloaded and can cause 

degradation of the overall performance of the CS cluster. In this situation, we propose to 

select the Call Server based on the system load. Selection of Call Server based on the

3
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system load may use various load sharing strategies. In this thesis, we devise different 

load sharing strategies, static as well as adaptive, to distribute the load from heavily 

loaded CSs to the lightly loaded CSs. The performance of these strategies is investigated 

for different unbalanced load situations ranging from the small overloading levels to 

very large overloading levels.

1.3 Thesis Contributions
This thesis focuses on the incorporation of load sharing strategies in the Call Server 

clusters. The thesis covers distributed redirection strategies for distributing the new 

incoming calls to different Call Servers in the cluster in detail. The main contributions 

are summarized.

1. The thesis devised various strategies for load sharing in a Call Server cluster. 

Policies based on both static and adaptive techniques are investigated.

2. Based on the architectural design of current Nortel telephone switches, a 

simulation model using the OPNET tool is developed.

3. The different load sharing strategies are compared for different types of 

overloading situations. Adaptive policies are found to be more effective for a 

variety of different load compositions.

4. Effects of different system and work load parameters on performance are 

analyzed.

1.4 Thesis Composition
This thesis is composed of six chapters. Chapter 2 discusses some internal details of 

telephone switches, provides a background for Call Server clusters, and related work

4
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concerning different components of load sharing. The devising of different load sharing 

strategies for Call Server clusters is described in detail in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses 

the design and implementation of the simulation model, workload and system parameters 

as well as the performance metrics. Chapter 5 provides a thorough comparison and 

analysis of the experimental results for different workload parameters. Conclusions are 

presented in Chapter 6.

5
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Chapter 2 Background and Related Work

This chapter has three main sections. The first section gives a high level description of 

uni-processor and multi-processor based telephone switches. The scope of the second 

section is cluster computing, clustering of Call Servers and the related work in the field 

of Call Server clustering. The topic of the last section is load sharing, in which a brief 

overview of load sharing is presented first and then a detailed literature overview is 

given for different components of load sharing.

2.1 Telephone Switch
Call Server cluster can be built with various telephone switches. As an example, we 

describe a telephone switch on which our simulation model is based. The earliest version 

of Nortel Networks telephone switch was developed in 1970. The design of that switch 

used a single processor for call processing. This uni-processor based switch, also called 

Digital Multiplex System (DMS) Super Node, was not capable of handling constant 

demand of increased call volumes and advanced call services. So in the recent past, multi 

processors based telephone switches were designed. Nortel Networks extended the 

architecture of the DMS switch to make it a multiprocessor based switch. The following 

sections describe the architecture of the basic telephone switch and then the extended 

architecture (XA) of NortePs telephone switch.

6
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2.1.1 Architecture of the DMS Switch

The DMS telephone switch includes a Call Server and a switching network [Nor02]. The 

Call Server performs call processing, as well as various activities relevant to billing and 

maintenance whereas the switching fabric is responsible for providing a path for the 

connection of two subscribers. Once the identifications of both the originating and 

terminating subscribers are known, the Call Server instructs the appropriate gateway 

controllers to set up the path between the subscribers using the switching network.

A very high level architectural overview of a DMS telephone switch is presented in 

Figure 2-1 [Kei95]. The architecture of the switch is divided into three layers. Each of 

these layers is described in one of the next sub-sections.

Service Processing 
Layer

_______
••Physical AccessSLayen’;Digital Trunk 

Controller

Subscriber
Carrier
Module

Line Group 
Controller

Link Peripheral 
Processor

Application Processor

Enhanced Network (ENET)

DMS Core or 
Compute Module 

(CM)

DMS-Bus

Figure 2-1: Architecture of a DMS telephone switch [Kie95]

7
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Service Processing Layer

The service layer includes Computing Module or DMS-Core, the Application processor 

and the DMS-Bus. The DMS-Core is the computing and memory resource of a telephone 

switch. It also performs system management and billing related tasks in the DMS 

SuperNode applications. The Application processors provide Line and Trunk services, 

Network services and Operation Management functionality. The DMS-Bus interlinks 

different elements of the switch through a high speed inter-processor communication 

system. DMS-Bus provides a distributed internal message network and eliminates the 

need of any central control for inter-processor messages.

Signaling and Connectivity Layer

This layer contains two main components. First is the Link Peripheral Processor (LPP). 

LPP provides the protocol structure used on signaling links for inter-nodal 

communications. The second main component of this layer is the Enhanced Network 

(ENET). The ENET provides functionality of an interconnection network.

Physical Access Layer

This layer mainly contains Line (Line Group Controller, Line Connecting Module) and 

Trunk (Digital Trunk Controller) interfaces for both analog and digital facilities. The 

main component of this layer is the Subscriber Carrier Module that is generally referred 

to as the Peripheral Module (PM). The Peripheral module provides a bridge between the 

DMS system and the voice and data traffic over trunks and lines. The PM is used for 

scanning lines for changes of circuit state; providing timing functions used for call 

processing, creating dial tones, sending, receiving signaling and controlling information 

to and from the DMS-Core.

8
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2.1.2 The extended Architecture (XA) Core

The XA-Core based telephone switches use multiple processors for call processing (see 

Figure 2-2). The design of the state of the art XA-Core is such that it extends the existing 

architecture of the conventional DMS switch to a shared memory multiprocessor based 

platform. Only the DMS-Core part is replaced by the XA-Core architecture [NorOl].

PE PE PE

Shared Memory

IOP

XA-Core

MS (DMS-Bus)

ENET

PM LPP

PE -> Processing Element IOP -> Input/Output Processor
MS -> Message Switch (DMS-Bus) PM -> Peripheral Module
ENET -> Enhanced Network LPP -> Line Peripheral Processor

Figure 2-2: XA Core architecture

The XA-Core consists of three major components; Shared Memory, Processing Elements 

(PEs) and the Input/Output processing elements (IOPs) (see Figure 2-2). These three

9
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components communicate with each other through a common network called the 

Interconnect (not shown in Figure 2-2).

2.1.2.1 Shared Memory

Shared memory is the direct replacement of the CM (control module) memory. It is fully 

addressable by every processor and the data in the memory is shared by all processors. 

The ownership of shared memory is dynamic in nature and it prevents multiple 

processing elements to read or write the same memory locations at the same time. The 

network that allows any IOP or PE to access any memory module is the Interconnect. A 

detailed description of the design of shared memory is provided in [Ben98].

2.1.2.2 Processing Elements

A processing element includes a CPU, local memory and cache. A series of processing 

elements (PEs) provide general purpose processing power to XA-Core except 

Input/Output functionality. A time sharing scheduling policy is used. All PEs are 

functionally equivalent and execute the same software load. A software program 

achieves the same result no matter what PE it turns on. There is no special designation of 

any PE for a specific task. Any PE can perform any task. The advantage of this approach 

is that all PEs are loaded equally and processing load is balanced naturally.

2.1.2.3 I/O Processing Elements

The Input/Output interfaces in XA-Core are provided by I/O processing elements (IOPs). 

These devices provide three types of communications.

1. It provides Optical Carrier 3 (OC3) links to the Message Switch for regular 

communication with the rest of the DMS system.
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2. It supports disk and tape units for all DMS mass storage.

3. It can also provide links to other external high speed communication interfaces 

such as Ethernet and X.25.

Scheduling of multiprocessors is achieved through a scheduler. Once an active process is 

finished, then the scheduler is invoked to select the next process waiting to be executed 

in the queue. There is no specific rule that which process to run on which PE. Any 

process can run on any PE [Ben98].

2.2 Clustering of Call Servers
In this section, a brief introduction of different types of cluster computing is presented 

first This is followed by a discussion of previous work on Call Server clustering.

2.2.1 Cluster Computing

The recent advances in high speed networks make it possible for clusters or networks of 

workstations to be more a cost effective parallel computing systems. Clusters are usually 

classified into three main categories: high performance computing, high throughput 

computing and high availability computing.

The high performance computing (HPC) class is concerned with how quickly a job can 

be completed. This can be achieved by using parallel processing on multiple high end 

processors [Buy99].

The high throughput computing (HTC) class focuses on how many jobs can be 

completed per unit time. The key to high throughput computing is to efficiently utilize 

all available computing nodes without adding new hardware resources [Liv97].

11
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The high availability (HA) Computing class is concerned with the availability of 

resources in the cluster to handle a partial or nodal failure of the system. There are 

different ways to achieve high availability either by utilizing backup hardware or by 

sharing the resources owned by other nodes [Rob05].

This research mainly falls in the area of high throughput computing (HTC). Maintaining 

a desired level of latency is also an important requirement. Providing high availability is 

a secondary area of research. In case of accidental failure of one of the Call Servers in 

the cluster, other CS new to be deployed to serve the lines handled by the failed CS.

2.2.2 The Architecture of Call Server Clusters

The Call Server, which is deployed in the simulation model used in this thesis, is based 

on the XA-Core based DMS telephone switch. In the core part of the Call Server, a new 

process called broker (see Figure 2-3) was introduced in [Sun04]. The broker has been 

enhanced in this thesis to provide load sharing functionality (discussed in detail in 

Section 4.2.2).

Cad Processing Subsystem

PM
(Peripheral

Module)
Shared Memory

(Input/
output

Processing
Element)

Broker

XA-Core Can Server

Figure 2-3: Modified architecture of XA-Core based DMS switch
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Figure 2-3 does not show those components of the switch that are not required in the 

simulation model. For simplicity, a PM is directly connected to the Call Server. The 

broker is an independent process like IOP and handles new incoming calls as they 

become available to it.

To build a Call Server cluster, multiple Call Servers are connected through a high speed 

network [Sun04]. All the communication between different Call Servers is handled by 

the IOP of each CS. A cluster of four Call Servers is shown in Figure 2-4.

Call Server 1

A A
'OP - | Shared Memory

Call Server nCall Server 2

HijjtfSpeed Network
-ainf IOPIOP - j Shared MemoryShared Memory

Call Server 3

|(”\ p  I . .  1 ■ ,
w — Shared Memory

Figure 2-4: Call Server cluster

2.2.3 Objectives of Call Server Clustering

The following are the main objectives and advantages of Call Server clusters [Maj04].
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High Capacity: The Call Server cluster will be able to handle a higher number of calls as 

compared to a single Call Server.

Single Logical Switch View: A Call Server cluster-based system includes multiple Call 

Servers but functions as a single logical system. Such a cluster can be used to serve a 

larger geographic area than that currently handled by a single conventional CS.

Cost Reduction: Operational and maintenance cost will be reduced significantly, as the 

Call Server cluster can be viewed as a single telephone switch.

Scalability: A CS cluster may start with a small number of Call Servers and additional 

Call Servers can be incrementally added as the demand on capacity grows 

Fault Tolerance (including Geographic Redundancy): Since any call can be processed by 

any CS in the cluster, the lines handled by a particular CS can be distributed among other 

Call Servers in the cluster when a Call Server fails. If the Call Servers are located 

sufficiently far from one another, the CS cluster can gracefully handle a Call Server 

failure due to a natural calamity or a terrorist attack.

Load Sharing: When incoming call volume is too high to achieve a desired performance 

level, the current independent Call Servers start rejecting new calls. In a Call Server 

cluster, new incoming calls on a heavily loaded Call Server can be forwarded to a lightly 

loaded Call Server that still has the spare capacity to handle new incoming calls.

2.2.4 Selection of Call Servers

There are number of issues that have to be addressed for clustering of Call Servers. 

These include the selection of a Call Server for call processing, communication 

topologies among Call Servers within a cluster, load sharing among Call Servers as well 

as billing and maintenance. In the first phase of this research, Majumdar et al. [Maj04]
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investigated different Call Server selection strategies. These Call Server selection 

strategies lead to different data management policies among the Call Servers of cluster. 

There are two types of data in a telephone switch: static and dynamic. Static data does 

not change with time or changes infrequently in comparison to dynamic data. Examples 

of static data include subscriber features like call display or three way call features. 

Dynamic data includes data related to a subscriber state that changes when the subscriber 

participates in a call. As described in [Maj04], the static data for the entire system is 

replicated on all Call Servers but the dynamic data is only owned by a single Call Server. 

There is a provision that this ownership can be passed to one or more Call Servers, if that 

Call Server fails. Connection between subscribers that belong to a different Call Server 

cluster is performed via trunks that interconnect the different Call Server clusters. When 

a call needs to be set up between any two subscribers in a cluster, any one of the Call 

Servers in a cluster can be used to perform the call processing function.

Selection of Call Servers can be performed in four different ways. First, an independent 

strategy is proposed. With this strategy, a random selection of the Call Server is done for 

every new incoming call request. The second proposed strategy is based on the 

characteristics of the call. This strategy is investigated in detail by Majumdar et al. 

[Maj04]. Three different Call Server selection policies that are based on the originator’s 

data are proposed. This class of policies is called Select Call Server with Originator 

Data (SCSO). These SCSO strategies are described briefly in the next section. The third 

strategy for selection of a Call Server can be based on the characteristics of the system. 

The load on a Call Server is an example of system characteristics. A fourth strategy that 

uses both call and system characteristics to select a Call Server is considered in this
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thesis. The main objective of this thesis is to investigate techniques for distributing the 

load among different Call Servers of a cluster based on their state.

2.2.4.1 Call Characteristic-Based Selection Strategies

As mentioned earlier, the static data is replicated on all the Call Servers. The dynamic 

state data corresponding to every subscriber is partitioned among the Call Servers. The 

state data for any subscriber is available initially on the Call Server that is connected to 

the PM that handles the given subscriber. The major motivation behind the devising of 

the SCSO strategies is to reduce the data access latencies. In all the three SCSO policies, 

the Call Sever which owns the state data for the originating subscriber is selected for 

processing of that call. The difference among the strategies stems from the way the state 

data for the terminating subscriber is handled when the terminator state data is not local 

and is owned by a different Call Server. Majumdar et al. [Maj04] have proposed three 

different strategies for accessing the state data of the remote terminating subscriber. 

Remote Access: Whenever there is a read or write operation for the terminator data, the 

Call Server processing the call will send a message to the remote Call Server that owns 

the terminator state data.

Replication: In the replication policy, a copy of the terminator data is replicated on the 

current call processing server. This facilitates read operations from the local copy of the 

terminator data, but whenever there is a write operation, a message has to be sent to the 

remote Call Server.

Migration: In this strategy, the terminator state data is migrated from the remote Call 

Server to die current CS processing the call. This facilitates the current CS to do read and 

write operations locally. However, if another CS wants to access the terminator data, the
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request is forwarded to the CS currently owning the terminator data. When the call 

terminates, the state data for the terminator subscriber is sent back to the CS that is the 

original owner of the state data for that subscriber.

Simulation results have shown that the migration policy is marginally better than 

replication policy, and remote access policy is marginally better than both of replication 

and migration policy for a class of call processing transactions that perform a single read 

and a single write operation on the terminator data [Maj04]. In case of higher number of 

read and write operations, the migration policy has shown better performance in 

comparison to the two other policies.

2.2.4.2 System Characteristics-Based Selection Strategies

The goals and objective of this thesis are to explore Call Server selection strategies based 

on the characteristics of the system. The motivation is to distribute the load among the 

different Call Servers. The selection of a Call Server for a new incoming call is based on 

the loads of the different Call Servers in the cluster. This selection of a Call Server is 

performed by the overloaded node. For this purpose, Call Servers exchange state 

information with each other. The broker process in the core architecture of the Call 

Server is used to handle load sharing and to share load information. When the load on a 

Call Server exceeds a predefined threshold, then the broker tries to locate an appropriate 

receiver CS, which is running under the designed capacity. After identifying a receiver 

CS, the next most important step is to determine how much load is to be transferred to 

the receiver CS for this run of the broker. There are a number of redirection strategies 

that are proposed and investigated in this thesis. The details of these strategies are 

documented in Section 3.2.
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Once a Call Server is selected as a receiver and a new incoming call is forwarded to it, 

an important issue is how to access the originator’s dynamic data. There are again three 

options for accessing originating subscriber’s state data. As discussed in the previous 

section, three different ways to manage state data of the terminating subscriber are 

proposed in [Maj04]. So for this thesis, there is an option of exploring all those three 

policies of data sharing for originating subscriber or choose the best policy based on the 

results shown in [Maj04], In this thesis, we used the remote access policy as our default 

data sharing policy. But we have also investigated the other two policies to see their 

effects on system performance when load sharing is used.

There are different possible indicators of the load on Call Servers that includes response 

time (e.g. dial tone delay) for the new incoming calls or the average CPU utilization of a 

Call Server. Most of the work in the literature that focuses on load balancing or load 

sharing of conventional distributed processing uses the size of the waiting queue of jobs 

as a load indicator. But for a Call Server cluster, no such parameter which can be directly 

related to the load of a Call Server is available in the literature. In telephone switches, 

the 95th percentile delays are considered useful as an indicator of system performance 

[Ben98]. From the context of new incoming traffic, the 95th percentile origination delay 

is the best indicator and is in use for the detection of overload in Nortel’s telephone 

switches [Kop05]. The origination delay is the time required by a new call messages to 

reach the call processing subsystem. A more precise definition of the term is provided in 

Section 4.3.3.
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2.2.5 Related Work

There is hardly any work done in the area of clustering of Call Servers. Majumdar et al. 

[Maj04] started this research with collaboration of Nortel Networks in 2003. They have 

explored various aspects of call characteristics based selection of call servers in such 

clusters.

Cisco has also introduced clustering of callManagers for IP phones [CisOl]. The Cisco 

CallManager is the software-based call processing component of the Cisco enterprise IP 

telephony solution. The capacity of a single CallManager based server is only 7500 IP 

phones. Cisco CallManager clustering can yield scalability up to 30,000 IP phones per 

cluster. The subscribers are statically assigned to Call Managers that perform call 

switching. The CS clusters addressed in this thesis are expected to be scalable to hundreds of 

thousands of subscribers and perform intelligent dynamic Call Server selection as well as load 

sharing at run time while significantly reducing the operational and maintenance cost

2.3 Load Balancing
There is a large body of literature available in the domain of load balancing or load 

sharing on conventional distributed systems. A representative set of the existing works is 

presented in this section.

2.3.1 Overview

Load sharing techniques are generally classified into two main categories; static and 

dynamic load sharing. Static techniques use predefined formulas or numbers without 

involving any run time state information of the system for decision making. The simple 

example of static load sharing is the distribution of load by a single broker on a round 

robin scheme. Static load sharing can only be effective, if there is only one centralized
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broker or a task dispatcher and tasks are of the same size (equal processing time). This 

approach is not considered very useful for a distributed load balancing [Sit04, Dah99]. 

Dynamic load sharing techniques use state information of a system on the fly for 

decision making. The decision making is involved at different levels [Dah99]. For 

example, it is important to decide when to transfer the load from an overloaded node, 

where to transfer the load, and how much load to transfer. Dynamic load sharing 

techniques are also referred to as adaptive load sharing techniques in the literature 

[Eag85, Sit04, Das97]. In adaptive load sharing techniques, the performance of the 

system can be used to adjust the load sharing at run time. The two common strategies for 

adaptive load sharing are discussed and compared in [Eag85]. The sender initiated 

approach is applied to the overloaded nodes (senders) that try to locate a lesser loaded 

node for load sharing. But in the receiver-initiated approach, the light loaded nodes 

(receivers) search overloaded nodes (senders), from where load can be transferred. The 

sender-initiated approach is considered better when the loads of the nodes are in the 

range of light to moderate, whereas a receiver-initiated approach is better suited when 

the loads on different nodes are on the heavy side.

Load sharing has been investigated in the context of various environments. Chang et al. 

[ChaOl] have proposed a two stage load balanced switch to scale up with the speed of 

fiber optics. They have shown that load balancing is more effective than the other 

approaches such as i-SLIP, a conflict resolution algorithm. In [LonOl], it is seen that for 

the MPLS traffic, dynamic load sharing algorithms are better in performance than the 

shortest path algorithm. Long et al. [LonOl] have also shown that dynamic load 

balancing algorithms are effective for both light and heavy load conditions.
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2.3.2 Literature Review

The load sharing policies available in the literature generally consist of four components. 

These are: the transfer policy, the selection policy, the location policy and the 

information policy. Related work on these individual components of load sharing is 

presented separately in the next sub-sections.

2.3.2.1 Transfer Policy

Transfer policy determines when to transfer the load to the other node. Normally, a load 

dispatcher or a broker makes this decision based on the load information of the local 

node. In [Bal04], different transfer policies are discussed. Two simple and effective 

policies, in addition to round robin and random, are based on a fixed threshold and an 

adaptive threshold. The former policy compares the current load information of the local 

node to a predefined fixed threshold. If the current load goes above the fixed threshold, it 

starts looking to transfer some of its load to another node. The dynamic or adaptive 

threshold based transfer policy first determines a threshold based on the load information 

of all the nodes in the system. Then this threshold is used in the decision making by the 

transfer policy. If the current load of a node is higher than this ‘evaluated’ threshold, 

then it starts transferring load to a lightly loaded node. The dynamic approach has an 

overhead of calculating the dynamic threshold. It is also observed that the simple fixed 

threshold policy gives better results than adaptive threshold based policy [Kru91].

2.3.2.2 Selection Policy

Selection policy determines which task is to better execute locally or remotely. There are 

two types of tasks for transfen preemptive and non-preemptive. Preemptive tasks are 

those tasks which can be transferred at any time during the execution of the task. Non-
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preemptive tasks are newly arrived tasks which have not yet started execution. The scope 

of this thesis is only limited to non-preemptive tasks, because only new incoming calls 

are considered for the load sharing in Call Servers. Once processing of a call starts then 

it is not efficient to migrate the processing to another CS. Most of the work in the 

literature [Ju95, Wan93] for selecting new jobs is based on the criteria that use different 

characteristics of the task. These characteristics include memory requirement, frequency 

of I/O access and length of the execution time of the task [Wan93]. For example, if the 

new task has more I/O operations on the local disk, then it would not be good to transfer 

such task to a remote node. Similarly, a task that has shorter execution time is more 

suitable to execute locally, because the overhead of transferring such task may override 

the benefit [Wan93, Mar02]. Wang et al. [Wan93] have used intelligent techniques to 

select a task for transfer based on the knowledge of the characteristics of the task if it is 

run locally or remotely. In case of Call Server clusters, one such characteristic is the 

ownership of state data of the originator subscriber. Majumdar et al. [Maj04] used this 

locality characteristic of the subscriber’s state data as selection criteria in the design of 

Call Server cluster. As already mentioned in Section 2.2.4, every subscriber’s state data 

is owned by one Call Server only making it a default choice for call processing. In this 

thesis, the work of Majumdar et al [Maj04] is extended to use load sharing aspects 

within the Call Server cluster. The default selected Call Server for new incoming calls is 

again the Call Server that owns the originator subscriber state data. But if this owner Call 

Server is overloaded, then it can transfer the call to a remote Call Server within the 

cluster. Since the new calls available to process are in the form of a batch, the selection 

policy under consideration is not to decide the suitability of a single call to be processed
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locally or remotely, but to deal with a number of call processing tasks that should be 

transferred to the remote Call Server. So in this thesis, the selection policy is a 

redirection policy, which determines the number of new incoming calls that should be 

redirected to other Call Servers to balance the load within the cluster.

2.3.2.3 Location Policy

In the literature, location policies are broadly categorized as sender-initiated, receiver- 

initiated and symmetrically-initiated. In the sender-initiated policies, the potential 

senders search for receivers where the load can be transferred while in the receiver- 

initiated policy, potential receivers search for senders. In a symmetrically-initiated 

policy, both senders and receivers search for complementary nodes. Sender-initiated has 

been extensively explored in [Bry81, Eag88, Ram84, Rot90], whereas details of the 

work for receiver-initiated policies can be found in [Liv82, 1, Rot90]. Rotihor et al. 

explored symmetrically-initiated policies in the [Rot90]. Kruger [Kru88] has also shown 

the advantage of using receiver-initiated policy over others at high loads due to the fact 

that the cost of search by a sender-initiated policy is more at very high load. But Kruger 

[Kru91] et al. have also shown that receiver-initiated policies are also prone to failure, 

particularly when arrival rates are not homogenous across the nodes of the system. In 

such a situation, it is quite difficult to locate overloaded nodes in the system. As a result, 

there is not much load sharing and the offered capacity of the distributed system will be 

lower than its computing capacity. Sender initiated algorithms perform better with non- 

homogeneous arrival rates, provided a suitable receiver is found efficiently. 

Symmetrically-initiated policies perform better than the other two, but these are also 

prone to failure in case of heterogeneous arrival rates across the nodes in the system.
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Krueger et al. [Kru88.1, Kru88.2] have proposed adaptive location policies by 

combining the benefits of all three: the sender-initiated, receiver-initiated and 

symmetrically-initiated strategies.

The key aspect of the sender-initiated location policy is the criteria of selecting a 

receiver. The first step is to look for potential receivers in the system. A threshold based 

approach is more common for selecting a potential receiver [Shi90]. If the load on the 

node is less than a certain threshold, then that node is considered as a potential receiver. 

The next step is to choose a single or multiple receivers from the list of potential 

receivers. The very important issue here is that multiple senders can choose one receiver 

at the same time, and start transferring tasks to it simultaneously. This will result in 

overloading of the receiver. This problem can be minimized by probing the receiver 

before transferring the load to i t  Lee et al [Lee96] have proposed a prediction based 

adaptive location policy to handle this problem. They assumed all the nodes are 

connected in the form of a ring, and the sender will look from the list of potential 

receivers which is ahead of it in the ring. In [GenOO], Genova et al. suggested to select k 

receivers from the list of potential receiver randomly and then select the least loaded 

receiver from the list of k receivers. Eager et al. [Eag85] selected a node randomly and 

probes it to determine if it is a potential receiver based on the threshold policy. If it is a 

potential receiver, then load is transferred otherwise another node is selected randomly. 

This process continues until a suitable receiver is found. Eager et al. have also 

considered various location policies spanning a range of complexity and concluded that 

the use of a complex location policy yields only a slight improvement over the use of a 

simple location policy.
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2.3.2.4 Information Policy

The fourth component of load sharing is the sharing of load information among all nodes 

in the distributed system. There are three different types of information policies. The first 

approach is the periodic information policy, in which either every node transfers its load 

information to other nodes after a fixed period of time or every node probes other nodes 

in the system on a periodic basis to collect the load information. The communication cost 

of this strategy, for one run of sharing load information, is £  („ _ j) messages, where n
n

is the number of nodes in the system. The communication cost can be reduced by 

adopting a token based approach. All nodes will transmit load information to only one 

node which will have the token at that particular time. Once all load information is 

collected by the node with the token, then that node will broadcast complete load 

summary of the system to other nodes in the system. The communication cost for this 

type of load information sharing is 2(n-l). One issue with this modification may be the 

extra delay introduced because the load information reaches to all destination nodes in 

two steps. As a matter of fact, a periodic approach always has communication cost more 

than any other approaches, but advantage is its simplicity and accuracy of the load 

information

The communication cost can be reduced significantly in a demand driven information 

policy. In this policy, load informations from other nodes are fetched only when they are 

required. If a node is overloaded, then it probes other nodes in the system to find out the 

best receiver, to which it can transfer the load. One disadvantage of this approach is the 

extra delay introduced, because the sender has to collect load information of other nodes 

at run time and this aspect of this policy might not be a very encouraging for systems
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that has to make decision on the fly without waiting. One example of such a system is 

the Call Server cluster.

The third type of information policy, known as the state change based policy, tries to 

combine the good aspects of the previous policies. Every node evaluates its load state 

periodically, but broadcasts its load information only if the change in the load state is 

more than a fixed threshold. The main issue regarding all information policies is the 

accuracy of load information. The load information available to the sender at the time of 

load sharing decision should be consistent with the current load status of all nodes. Load 

balancing can degrade overall system’s performance if the load information shared is not 

accurate enough. Dahlin et al. [Dah99] proposed load sharing policies which also 

consider aging of the load information. For example, if there are two nodes with the 

same load index, then the node, whose load information is more recent, receives more 

weight in decision making.

2.3.2.5 Load or Load Index

It has been seen that all dynamic load sharing policies use load state information as a key 

input for decision making. This load or state information is generally called load index or 

simply the load. It is important to choose the appropriate load indicator for a given 

system. But there is not much work available in the literature for selecting an appropriate 

parameter as a load. Many indices are suggested to represent the load on a node. The 

most common parameters are the CPU utilization, the length of the ready queue, the 

stretch factor (ratio between execution time of a task on a loaded machine and its 

execution time when the machine is idle), amount of memory available, average number 

of system calls per unit time and some derived forms of these basic variables. Although
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the most commonly used load indicators are the length of the ready queue [She02] and 

CPU utilization [Yos03], other indicators have also been used by researchers. For 

example, Ferrari et al. [Fer86] have investigated a response time based load index. Their 

hypothesis is based on the objective of the load sharing scheme to minimize the mean 

response time of the system. Jin et al. [JinOl] have introduced a workflow load index for 

distributed workflow management system. They used process execution times, an active 

process instance number and the workflow engine latency between two adjacent 

activities of a process instance to formulate the load index.
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Chapter 3 Load Sharing in Call Servers

This chapter is organized into two sections. Section 3.1 provides the technical overview 

of the different load sharing components in a Call Server cluster. Section 3.2 describes 

the design of the proposed redirection policies.

3.1 Load Sharing Components
The architectural design of Call Servers does not permit to plug in conventional load 

sharing strategies in the Call Server cluster. For example, the new tasks (incoming calls) 

are not served one by one, but these get served in a group or batch [Ben98]. So in case of 

Call Servers, the focus of the selection policy is not to decide whether a certain task 

should be executed remotely or locally. Rather, it deals with the number of new calls to 

be redirected from a sender Call Server to a receiver Call Server. That is why we refer to 

the selection policy as a redirection policy in the context of this thesis. In conventional 

load sharing strategies, the redirection policies are not explored much in great detail. 

Another difference in the context of Call Server cluster is that the load status of Call 

Servers is usually not determined by the size of ready queue or CPU utilization on a 

telephone switch. The 95th percentile of origination delay is used as a load indicator of a 

Call Server.

Call Servers are designed for handling a specific input traffic intensity. In this thesis, a 

number of redirection policies are designed and investigated. The policies are based on
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the relationship between the origination delay and the input traffic. The policies for other 

components of load sharing are either adopted from the literature as is or are modified 

according to the requirements of Call Servers. A detailed discussion of redirection 

policies is presented after a brief description of the other components of load sharing.

3.1.1 Load Index

A candidate load index should be easy to compute and it should also be related to the 

main performance objective of the system such as the system’s response time. It is seen 

that simple load indices are often more effective. The more complicated load indices 

usually do not give more benefits and sometimes also impose significant overheads. One 

effective load index is the length of the ready queue. Some systems such as Utopia 

[Zho92] and Condor [Lit92, Lit97] also use multiple load indices for making load 

sharing decisions. In case of Call Servers, there are principally two types of queues 

where tasks wait to get service. These queues are called the origination queue that holds 

the tasks for new calls and the progress queue that holds the tasks for calls in progress. 

The performance goal of the system is to minimize waiting time of new incoming calls, 

but the priority of the tasks on the progress queue is always high. Also the tasks waiting 

on the progress queue vary in execution times [Ben98]. Because of these reasons, it is 

difficult to find a direct relationship between the origination delay and the length of the 

origination queue. Another reason which makes it difficult to find a relation between the 

origination delay and the length of origination queue is that the tasks are processed in the 

form of batches. Thus, the origination queue is not a good indicator of the load on that 

particular Call Server. Current version of a number of telephone switches from Nortel 

use a moving 95th percentile of the origination delay as the load indicator on a Call
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Server. In this research thesis, we also used the same parameter, moving 95th percentile 

origination delay (95th POD), as a load index.

The reason for using the moving 95th POD is because the average value of the 

origination delay or the simple 95th percentile origination delay lacks the precise and 

accurate indication of the current load on the Call Server. This is because of the lagging 

nature of these types of calculations. For example, if we use the average origination 

delay or the 95th POD, then after some period of time, it would not be possible to 

accurately capture rises or drops in the load status as soon the change occurs. It will 

capture a rise or fall in the load only if that change persists for some period of time. 

However, it might be too late for the system to appropriately respond to i t  Similarly, if 

we use the instantaneous origination delay directly as the load indicator, then the system 

can respond to all types of transients in the load that may lead to an unstable system. So 

we use a moving 95th percentile origination delay as load index.

The calculation of the moving 95th POD is based on the statistics of the origination delay 

collected during a short period of time ( T m 0v in g )-  T m ovin g  is referred to as the Window Size 

in this thesis. Window Size is the period of time for which the statistical data on the 

origination delay is stored. In order to compute the moving 95th POD, a number of 

buckets are used. Each bucket maintains a count associated with a given range of 

origination delay. If the origination delay for a particular call lies within a given range, 

the count in the corresponding bucket is incremented. On completion of a Tmoving period 

of time, the moving 95th POD is computed from the counts stored in the buckets and the 

stored statistical data is discarded. But it has been observed in experiments that keeping 

some proportion of the statistical data of the origination delay from the previous Window
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is helpful to avoid the effect of transients. The data that is carried forward from the 

previous Window to the next Window is called History Data. In a system in which x% 

of History Data is said to have been used, the counts in each bucket is multiplied by 

x/100 on completion of a T m0Ving  period of time. These are the initial values of counts 

used in the subsequent window.

3.1.2 Transfer Policy

After analyzing different transfer policies discussed in the literature [Bal04, Wan93], a 

fixed threshold policy is selected as the transfer policy. A call server is operated at or 

below its engineered capacity. The load intensity on a Call Server which gives 95th POD 

equal to Tec is referred to as the engineered capacity (EngCap). The value of Tec varies 

according to the customer requirements and it also varies for different lines of products. 

The values of engineered capacity presented in this thesis are purely based on the output 

of the simulations. These values do not represent the engineered capacity of any lines of 

products of NorteTs Call Servers. The Call Server cluster investigated in this thesis uses 

a value of 140 msec for Tec [Kop04.2], The 95th percentile origination delay observed at 

the engineered capacity for a Call Server is the most logical choice for the fixed 

threshold. It has been seen in experiments that the threshold value slightly above the 

value of 95th percentile origination delay observed at the EngCap gives rise to a better 

system performance. This is discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.1. In this thesis, the 

threshold for the transfer policy is denoted by THt.

3.1.3 Location Policy

Location policy is applied if a Call Server decides to handover some of its load to 

another Call Server. The location policy is a sender-initiated policy and is applied after
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the call arrivals make the local CS a sender node. The process of locating a receiver Call 

Server is comprised of two steps.

The first step of the location policy is to identify the candidate receivers in the Call 

Server cluster. A threshold based policy is applied to search receiver Call Servers. For 

this purpose, a load table is maintained by every Call Server. This load table keeps 

updated load information of other Call Servers. This load information is available 

through the information policy. If the load index of a Call Server in the load table is less 

than a fixed threshold, then that Call Server is picked as a candidate receiver. In this 

way, a list of candidate receivers is compiled. The fixed threshold used in this policy is 

again based on the 95th percentile origination delay at the EngCap of a Call Server. It has 

been seen in experiments that the threshold value slightly less than the value observed at 

the EngCap is a good candidate for a fixed threshold of location policy. This is discussed 

in more detail in Section 5.3.2. In this thesis, the threshold for the location policy is 

denoted by THl.

The second step of the location policy deals with the selection of a single potential 

receiver from the list of candidate receivers (obtained in the first step). The simplest 

choice is to select a least loaded receiver, but this strategy can cause a scenario of 

multiple Call Servers trying to throw their extra load to a single Call Server and in the 

end making it an overloaded Call Server. To avoid this, different strategies are discussed 

in detail in the Section 2.3.2. In this thesis, we use a new strategy which is based on the 

weighted random selection of the receiver from the list of the candidate receivers. Before 

going into the detail of this algorithm, we first define the available capability of a 

receiver. The available capability of a receiver is the difference between the threshold of
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the location policy and the load index of the receiver CS. The method used in the 

weighted random selection policy is described. This algorithm gets a list of candidate 

receivers with their available capabilities (Aj) based on the threshold of the location 

policy. A  receiver i in the list is selected randomly with a probability of Ai / £  A „ •
i

3.1.4 Information Policy

Sharing of load information is the most critical component of load sharing, and there is 

always a trade off between accuracy of the load information and the overhead caused by 

the load information messages. For this thesis, a state change driven policy is adopted. 

On every invocation, the broker compares the current load index of the Call Server with 

the previously sent load index. If the change in the current load index is more than a 

fixed threshold, then this new value of load index is sent to the other Call Servers. On 

receiving a load information message from another Call Server, the broker of the current 

CS updates the load information of that source CS in the load table.

3.1.5 Data Sharing Policy

This policy has no direct relation with the load sharing. But as it has been discussed in 

Chapter 2, the dynamic state data of subscribers can be accessed in three different ways 

by the current Call Server. These three possible ways of data sharing are remote 

accessing, replicating or migrating originator's state data. We used the same policy for 

both the originator and the terminator data in one experiment Most of the experiments in 

this thesis assume that the remote access policy for accessing originator and terminator 

state data in the Call Server cluster.
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3.2 Design of Redirection Policies
The process of load sharing carried out by a broker is based on the flow chart presented 

in Figure 3-1. In Figure 3-1, 8 is the redirection factor and it is a proportion of the total 

available new calls Nt that should be redirected to a remote receiver Call Server, n is the 

number of calls to be sent to the remote CS.

Am I a 
sender?

Yes

No Yesreceiver
available

End

New origination 
messages arrived

Calculate 5, n

Send (Nt -  n) 
calls to local CS

Send all calls 
(Nt) to local CS

Send n calls to 
remote CS

Figure 3-1: Load sharing flow chart

Figure 3-1 shows that every time the broker fetches new incoming calls (origination 

messages), it first decides whether the current CS is a sender or not (transfer policy). If 

the current CS is a sender node, then it looks for an appropriate receiver where it can
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transfer the load of new incoming call messages (location policy). After locating a 

receiver successfully, the broker applies the redirection policy to determine the exact 

value of 8 and n. n of the calls are transferred to the remote receiver CS while the rest of 

calls (Nt -  n) are sent to the local CS. In case the local CS is not a sender node or there is 

no available receiver CS, then all the incoming calls are sent to the local CS.

In this thesis, a number of policies to calculate n are investigated. These policies are 

static as well as adaptive and are discussed in the following sub-sections. The naming of 

these policies is based on the redirection algorithm used.

3.2.1 Static Redirection Policy

The design of redirection policies is based on the idea of transferring a given proportion 

of the new incoming calls on an overloaded Call Server to a lightly loaded CS. The static 

or fixed redirection policy transfers a fixed proportion determined by the redirection 

factor, 8, of the total incoming calls, waiting to be processed by a call processing 

subsystem, to a receiver Call Server. This policy does not use any load information of 

either the sender or the receiver Call Server in determining 8. Thus, 

n = 8 * Nt (1)

3.2.2 Adaptive #1: Sender Load Based Redirection Policy

This policy considers the load state of the sender CS to calculate the redirection factor, 

denoted by 8. The challenging part of this policy is to determine the redirection factor 

based on the extra load of the sender CS. This is because of the non-linear behavior of 

the Call Server when it is operating beyond its engineered capacity. So in such a 

situation, it is not wise to assume a linear relationship between 8 and the load status of
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sender CS. A more accurate relationship is determined by analyzing the non-linear part 

of the curve shown in Figure 3-2. The graph presented in Figure 3-2 is obtained by 

running a simulation experiment with only one Call Server operating in the cluster and 

the behavior of the 95th POD is observed by varying the input load intensity.
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Figure 3-2: Variation in 95th POD (load index) with load intensity on a single CS

This graph shows how the 95th percentile origination delay (POD) varies with the load 

intensity of a Call Server. The solid horizontal line corresponds to Tec and indicates the 

95th POD of the Call Server when it is operating at the EngCap. The EngCap is observed 

to be 3157 Kcalls/hr in Figure 3-2. It is clear that the performance of the system degrades 

sharply as the input load goes beyond the engineered capacity. For further analysis, a 

microscopic view of a part of the curve is shown in Figure 3-3 to study the variation of 

the 95th POD beyond the engineered capacity in more detail.

The relationship between the 95th POD and the input load intensity seems to be 

approximately linear up to the engineered capacity of the Call Server. The 95th POD
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increases non-linearly with load intensity beyond the engineered capacity of the Call 

Server. A 95th POD value of 1600 msec is considered to be very large for Nortel 

telephone switches. Distinguishing any values larger than 1600 msec are thus not 

important [Kop04.2]. Therefore the 95th POD is capped at 1600 msec. We denote this 

maximum possible value of 95th POD as T m - The single Call Server based cluster 

achieves the limit of Tm for the input load intensity of 3327 Kcalls/hr (see Figure 3-3).

1800
1600

^  1400 
®  1200

~  1000 Q
2  800 
s  60005

400
200

3250 3300 33502950 3000 3050 3100 3150 3200
Load Intensity (Kcalls/hr)

Figure 3-3: Detailed view of the relationship between 95th POD (load index) and load

intensity

The additional load which pushes the 95th percentile origination delay from Tec to Tm is 

only 170 Kcalls/hr (3327 -  3157). If we assume a linear relationship between the load 

index and the proportion of the redirected calls, the sender CS can forward a large 

number of calls to a remote CS. This can cause more overhead and may cause the remote 

Call Server to run into an overloaded situation.
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To avoid this situation, the non-linear part of the curve beyond the engineered capacity is 

sub-divided into small linear segments. The exact relationship between 5 and the load 

index of the sender CS is determined separately for each segment. In the graph shown in 

Figure 3-3, the non-linear part of the curve is divided into four segments which are 

named a, b, c and d in Table 3-1. The widths of these four segments are equal to one 

another and are obtained by dividing the additional load intensity of 170 Kcalls per hour 

into four equal parts. The load intensity ranges and the corresponding values of the 95th 

POD for the boundary points of these segments (xi, X2) are summarized in the Table 3-1.

Table 3-1: Segments of the non-linear part of the curve

Segment Load Intensity 

Range (Kcalls/hr)

Load Index Range (ms) 

Xj X2

Change in Load 

Index (ms)

a 3157-3199 140 230 90
b 3199-3241 230 440 210
c 3241-3383 440 850 440
d 3383-3325 850 1600 750

Using these four segments, we devise a relationship between 5 and the load index of the 

overloaded CS. This is shown in Figure 3-4. The value of 8 is computed by using the 

equation of a straight line for these four segments a, b, c and d (see Figure 3-4). 

Depending on which segment the load index of the sender CS lies in, a specific equation 

is used to compute the value of 8. In order to determine the maximum value of 8 for a 

given segment the possible range of 8 (0 to 1) is divided into four equal parts. The 

maximum value of 8 corresponding to segments a, b, c and d are set at 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 

and 1.0 respectively (see Figure 3-4). If the load index of the sender Call Server, Ls, lies 

in the segment a, 8 is given by:

8a = 0.25* (Ls -  140)/ (230 - 140) (2.1)
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Figure 3-4: Relationship between 8 and load index (95th POD) of the sender CS

A similar linear relationship is used for the other segments. Thus, 

for segment b:

8b = 0.25 [1+ (Ls - 230)/ (440 - 230)] (2.2)

for segment c:

8C = 0.25 [2+ (Ls - 440)/(850 - 440)] (2.3)

for segment d:

8d = 0.25 [3+ (Ls - 850)/(1600 - 850)] (2.4)

Once we determine 8, we can calculate the exact number of calls to redirect n using this

equation

n = 8 * P * Nt (3)

Where P is a constant which corresponds to the maximum redirected proportion of 

incoming calls that can be transferred to a remote Call Server. The value of the constant
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factor P can be from 0 to 100%. The effect of the value of P on the performance of this 

redirection policy is investigated in more detail in Section 5.4.2. As shown in Figure 3-4, 

8 increases with an increase in the sender load and it also takes into account the non

linear impact of the load intensity on the load index. The rate of increase in the 

redirection factor gets smaller as the load on the sender Call Server becomes higher and 

higher.

3.2.3 Adaptive #2: Sender/Receiver Load Based Redirection 
Policy with Adaptive P

The sender load based redirection policy, discussed in the last section, uses information 

on the state of the sender CS to calculate the value of 8 for forwarding some of the new 

incoming calls to the receiver CS. The second adaptive policy is the first version of the 

sender/receiver load based redirection policy. This policy uses the load information of 

both the receiver Call Server and the sender Call Server to calculate 8. The knowledge of 

the sender load is more recent and accurate than the load information of receiver because 

the sender load is fetched at the run time from the local Call Server and the accuracy of 

the receiver load information is dependent on when this information was received. So the 

calculation of 8 again uses the same algorithm based on the sender load information, but 

the load information of the receiver is used to decide the appropriate value of the 

maximum redirected proportion P. This amount P is assumed to be a constant in the 

sender load based policy, but under this policy this parameter is adaptive to the load 

status of the receiver Call Server. The different steps involved in the algorithm of the 

sender/receiver based policy are described next.
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Get Load information

As soon as the broker identifies the current Call Server as sender and also locates an 

appropriate receiver CS, the first step is to fetch the load information of the current local 

CS and the load information of the receiver CS.

Get Receiver Load Level

The receiver Call Server is chosen using a two step location policy as explained in 

Section 3.1.3. As we discussed in Section 3.1.3, the fixed threshold T H l  is close to the 

load index corresponding to the engineered capacity of the Call Server. We have also 

seen in the last section (see Figure 3-3) that the 95th POD increases non-linearly with an 

increase in load intensity beyond the engineered capacity of the CS. So the receiver CS 

operating slightly under the engineered capacity may become overloaded by just 

receiving a small number of new calls (local or remote). For this policy, we propose four 

levels of available capability that are simply referred to as availability levels. If the load 

index of a receiver CS is denoted by L r ,  then the available capability, A, of that receiver 

CS is defined as the difference of THl and L r

A = THl - L t (4)

It has been seen in experiments that four availability levels are adequate. Using a higher 

number of levels does not provide any significant benefit. The four availability levels are 

defined as follow.

Availability Level 1: If 0 < A < (0.125 * THl), the receiver CS is categorized as 

operating at availability level 1.

Availability Level 2: If (0.125 * THi) < A < (0.25 * THi), the receiver CS is 

categorized as operating at availability level 2.
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Availability Level 3: If (0.25 * THjJ < A < (0.5 * THi), the receiver CS is categorized 

as operating at availability level 3.

Availability Level 4: If (0.5 * THl)  < A < THl, the receiver CS is categorized as 

operating at availability level 4.

Get Maximum Limit for sender load policy

In this policy, P is assumed as a set of four values (PI, P2, P3, P4) in the increasing order 

(P1<P2<P3<P4). Each value of P in the set corresponds to one availability level of the 

receiver CS. For example, PI corresponds to availability level 1 and P2 corresponds to 

availability level 2 and so on.

Once the availability level of the receiver CS is determined, then the next step is to 

choose a single value of P from the set (PI, P2, P3, P4) corresponding to the availability 

level of the receiver CS.

Apply sender load based policy

In the last step of calculating 8, we apply a method similar to the one used in the sender 

load based policy as explained in Section 3.2.2. The only difference is that P is a 

dynamic value which is chosen from a set based on the availability level of the receiver 

CS, as explained in the previous step. The advantage of this policy is that if the receiver 

is operating near the engineered capacity, then the sender CS will lower its maximum 

limit P to adapt the value of 5 based on the both receiver load and the sender load. But if 

the receiver is operating at low load, then the sender CS will use higher values for the 

maximum limit P that will result in a more effective transfer of new calls to the remote 

Call Server.
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3.2.4 Adaptive #3: Receiver Load Based Redirection Policy

In the receiver load based policy, the sender CS only checks the load status of the 

receiver CS to calculate 8. To formulate a mathematical equation for 8, we need to look 

at the behavior of the 95th POD as a function of the load applied (see Figure 3-5). The 

graph shown in Figure 3-5 presents a magnified version of the initial part of the curve 

presented in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-5: Variation in 95th POD (load index) with load intensity on a single CS: Initial

Part

Up to a 95th POD of 70 msec, the relationship between this load index and load intensity 

is approximately linear. So we determine 8 using a linear relation if the load index of the 

receiver CS is less than 70 msec. If we denote the load index of the receiver as Lr, 

available capability of the receiver CS as A and the threshold of the location policy as 

T H l, then
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8 = A / THl [0 < Lr < 70 msec] (5)

[where A = THl - Lr ]

If the load index of the receiver is in the range of 70 msec and THl (140 msec in Figure 

3-5), then it has been seen experimentally that if we transfer load by assuming a linear 

relationship between the 95th POD and the load intensity, then the receiver CS gets 

overloaded. To avoid this, we simply redirect a low fixed proportion of calls when Lr 

>70 msec. The pseudo code for determining 8 is presented in Figure 3-6. If the load 

index of the receiver CS is higher than 70 msec, we transfer fixed proportions (10-25%) 

of new calls based on the available capability of the receiver CS, A. Higher the value of 

A, higher is the value of 8 used. But these values of 8 are lower than the values 

computed using equation (5).

If[Lr <70 ms] //Linear Part
{

8= A/THL
}
else //Non-linear Part
{

If [ A < 025* (THL - 70)]
8 = 10%

else if  [ A < 0.50* (THL - 70) ]
5=15%

else if [ A < 0.75* (THL - 70) ]
8 = 20%

r else if  [A < (THL-70)]
8=25%

> .

-

Figure 3-6: Pseudo code for determining 8
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Once we determine 8 , we can calculate the exact value of n using equation (3). The value 

of P assumed for this policy is 1.

3.2.5 Adaptive #4: Uniform Sender/ Receiver Load based 
Redirection Policy

In the uniform sender/receiver load based policy, we calculate the redirection factor, 5,

based on the sender load and the receiver load independent of each other. Since the

product of 8  and P can have a maximum value of 1, so we assume the sender and the

receiver components are contributing equally to the determination of S.Thus, n, the

number of calls to be transferred is given by

n = A * N,

and A = 0.5*8, + 0 .5*8 2  (6 )

8 , is determined using the sender load based policy as described in Section 3.2.2 and 82  

is calculated using the load status of the receiver CS (see Figure 3-6).
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Chapter 4 Simulation Model

This chapter describes the design and implementation of the simulator model of the Call 

Server cluster. It also discusses the basic methodology and principles used to model the 

Call Servers, the workload, system and performance parameters and the working of the 

system in detail. In the last section, the validation and the verification techniques, used in 

this thesis, are discussed.

4.1 OPNET Simulation Model
This thesis used OPNET Modeler, version 8.0.C [Opn02] to implement the simulation 

model of the Call Server cluster. OPNET provides a comprehensive development 

environment supporting the modeling of communication networks and distributed 

systems. Both the behavior and the performance of the modeled system can be analyzed 

by performing discrete event simulations. OPNET facilitates model design, simulation, 

data collection and data analysis in one software package. The key features of OPNET 

Modeler are summarized [Opn02].

1- Graphical environment for modeling real systems, devices and protocols.

2- Specialized in communication networks and distributed systems.

3- Flexibility to develop detailed custom models for communication and distributed 

systems with Finite State Machines and high level languages such as C/C++.
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4- Designed models can automatically be compiled into executable, efficient, 

discrete event simulations.

5- Comprehensive library of standard protocols and devices, with completely open 

source code.

6- Facilitates graphical tools for post-simulation analysis of data.

7- Facilitates interactive analysis of the model with state of the art debugger.

8- Simulation runs can be automatically configured to generate animations of the 

modeled system.

9- Built-in tools for generation of customized packets and data for distributions other 

than standard distributions already available in the tool through API's.

4.1.1 Programming Paradigm in OPNET

OPNET uses two fundamental methods of describing a system through objects and 

procedures. Objects are used to refer to the structure of the system and procedures are 

used to express the system’s behavior [Opn02]. The modeling of a system in the OPNET 

Modeler is mainly carried out hierarchically at three levels or domains. These 

hierarchical levels are referred to as the network model, the node model and the process 

model.

A network model defines the overall scope of the system to be simulated. The network 

model specifies the objects in the system, as well as their physical locations, 

interconnections and configurations. A network model may contain a single sub-network 

a single node or many interconnected nodes and sub-networks. The main building blocks 

of the network domain are sub-networks, nodes and communication links. For this thesis, 

a single Call Sever makes up a sub-network object in the network domain. The cluster is
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developed in the network domain by interconnecting multiple Call Servers through 

communication links.

A node model provides details of a single node or sub-network. The basic elements of 

the node model are processors, queue, transmitter and receivers modules. The 

communication paths between basic elements of the node model are provided through 

packet streams or static wires. Different components such as the peripheral module, the 

Input/Output process or the call processing system are modeled as processor model in 

this domain.

A process model defines the behavior of processes and queue models which exist in the 

node model. Process modeling has built-in graphical editor for creating Finite State 

Machines. The detailed behavior of the state machine is controlled through ‘enter’, ‘exit’ 

or transition level procedures. OPNET supports programming in C and C++ at this level.

4.2 XA-Core Model
For this thesis, XA-Core based Nortel’s DMS switch is used as a basis for the simulation 

model of the Call Server. The key components of a real telephone switch are already 

discussed in chapter 2. The simulation model consists of two main sub-models. These 

sub-models are for the peripheral module (PM) and for the core Call Server. These two 

individual sub-models work as a client-server model. A very high level overview of the 

client server model used in the telephone switch is presented in Figure 4-1. The clients 

represent the multiple OPNET processes used for modeling peripheral modules and the 

OPNET processes in the XA-Core Call Server represent the servers in the client server 

model. The details of OPNET processes shown in Figure 4-1 are provided in the 

following sub-sections.
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Call Processing Subsystem 
(OPNET Process)

Shared MemoryPM
(OPNET Process)

XA-Core Call Server

(OPNET
Process)

I/O
Process

Broker 
(OPNET Process)

Figure 4-1: Client Server model of a Call Server 

Different types of messages are used for different phases of the call. The key messages

involved in call processing are described in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1: List of key call processing messages

Message Type Description

Origination The message is sent from subscriber who wants to initiate a new 
call (originator).

Start Digit 
Collection

If the resources are available, then the Call Server instructs 
peripheral module to collect digits from the initiator of the call.

Digits Digits (of destination) are sent from the initiator of the call.
Apply Physical 
Ringing

Call server directs peripheral module to send a physical ring signal 
to the handset of the destination subscriber (terminator).

Stop Digit 
Collection

On receiving the Digits message, Call Server directs peripheral 
module to stop the process of digit collection.

Apply Audible 
Ringing

Call server directs peripheral module to send an audible ring to the 
handset of the initiator of the call.

Answer Message sent from the destination subscriber, accepting the call.
Stop Audible 
Ringing

On receiving Answer message, Call Server sends this message to 
peripheral module to stop audible ringing on the handset of the 
initiator of the call.

Exit Disconnect message sent either by the initiator or the destination 
subscriber to end up the call.

Apply Silence A message sent from Call Server to peripheral module to apply 
silence on the handset of the initiator or the destination subscriber, 
because the other subscriber has already disconnected.

Idle On receiving Exit message. Call Server asks peripheral module to 
send the Idle signal to the other subscriber. On receiving this 
message, peripheral module releases resources for that subscriber.

Load Information This message carries load information of a Call Server.
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4.2.1 Peripheral Module

The peripheral module is modeled for plain old telephone service (POTS), which is used 

only for voice calls. The initial version of this model was originally developed by Bing 

Sun [Sun04], but it was redesigned in this thesis to accommodate new requirements. The 

key features of the original model are summarized.

• The original model uses a built-in traffic generator of OPNET for simulating new 

incoming calls. The inter-arrival time of input traffic is based on an exponential 

distribution with a given mean inter-arrival time.

• On receiving a new incoming call message from the traffic generator, the 

peripheral module creates an independent child process for that subscriber that 

serves as an independent client communicating with the Call Server.

• Figure 4-2 shows the state diagram of the call processing handled by the OPNET 

process of the peripheral module. This state diagram is valid for both the 

originator and the terminator of a call.

• Every peripheral module is owned by one Call Server. A peripheral module can 

only send messages to its default or owner Call Server, but it can accept messages 

from remote Call Servers as well.

In this thesis, we used the first three features as is and modify the last one. This 

modification was performed to enhance the PM's capability of communicating directly 

with remote Call Servers. In the original model, the response from a peripheral module 

to a remote Call Server is routed through its owner Call Server, which always introduces 

an extra delay. So in the current model, the peripheral module can communicate with 

any of the remote Call Servers in the cluster directly. To add this feature, every client in
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the peripheral module has to keep an identification key of the state information of the 

call stored at the remote Call Server. This identifier is passed with every message 

(Answer or Exit message) sent from that client peripheral module to the remote Call 

Server. The remote Call Server uses that identifier to locate the state information of the 

call for which the message has been sent This new model is referred to as a model for an 

Intelligent Peripheral Module.

The subtasks of a call processed by the peripheral module are explained in a state 

diagram shown in Figure 4-2. As already mentioned, this state diagram is for both the 

originator and the terminator of the call. As an originator, the peripheral module sends an 

'Origination' message to its CS and then waits for the response in 'Origination' state. On 

receiving the ‘Start Digit Collection' message, it starts collecting digits and sends those 

digits to the CS. Once the digits are sent, it waits in the ‘Setup’ state for setting up of the 

call by the CS. Once the call setup process is complete, the peripheral module receives a 

‘Stop Digit Collection’ message and the line is connected to the destination line. The PM 

process of the caller makes a transition to the ‘Connected’ state and stays in the 

‘Connected’ state as long the other participant of the call is connected as well. As soon 

one of the participants of the call disconnects, its peripheral module sends an Exit 

message to the CS and releases resources for that subscriber. The CS sends an ‘Apply 

Silence’ message to the peripheral module of the other participant of the call. That 

peripheral module applies silence to the handset of the subscriber and enters the 

‘Silenced’ state. As soon as the other participant disconnects (second disconnect), its 

peripheral module also sends an Exit message to the Call Server.
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As a terminating subscriber, the peripheral module, on receiving an ‘Apply Physical 

Ringing’ message, sends a ring signal to the subscriber handset and enters the ‘Be- 

Called’ state. As soon as the phone is attended, an Answer message is sent to the CS and 

the PM process of that subscriber goes to the ‘Connected’ state.

default

Idle

new call /  send Origination
reset

default
Apply Physic it Ringing /  send 

ring to  leshnation ,

Origination Disconnect

Be-Called
Start Digit C< I lection /  send 

collect rd digits
1st d isconnect/send B i t

Attended f  send Answer 
m issage

2nd disconr e c t/ send Exit 
m essage

Setup Connected Silenced

Apply SilenceStop Digit Collection

Figure 4-2: State diagram for PM call processing 

4.2.2 Call Server Model

The model of the XA-Core Call Server is further decomposed into smaller component 

models. These components are modeled as processor models or queue models in the 

node domain of OPNET. Processor models are used to model Input/Output processes, 

the call processing subsystem and the broker. The simulation models of the Input/Output
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and the broker processes are developed according to the requirements of this thesis. The 

model of the call processing subsystem was originally developed by Sun for the first 

version of simulation model [Sun04], This is reused in the current version after some 

minor modifications. The queue models of the node domain are used to model the 

scheduler and different queues in the Call Server. The built-in queue model is based on 

the first-in first-out principle and its details are available in the OPNET library.

A UML collaboration diagram [Uml04] for the model of the Call Server is shown in 

Figure 4-3. The stereotypes used in this diagram are introduced to represent various 

OPNET processes and built-in queues. The numeric labels in the messages shown in 

Figure 4-3 are based on the assumption that the scheduler invokes Input/Output process 

first, followed by the broker and the call processing subsystem processes. But in reality, 

the order of the invocation of these processes is not fixed. In the next sub-sections, we 

give a brief overview of the software components shown in Figure 4-3 and also explain 

the messages involved in this collaboration diagram.

Input Queue

This queue is shown as ‘Input Q’ in Figure 4-3. The messages sent from external 

modules are stored in this queue. An Input/Output process extracts these messages every 

time it is invoked by the scheduler.

Output Queue

This queue is shown as ‘Output Q’ in Figure 4-3. The messages, which are to be sent 

outside the Call Server, are put in the output queue. The call processing subsystem and 

the broker process put outgoing messages in the output queue. Again, An Input/Output 

process processes these messages every time it is invoked by the scheduler.
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Broker Input Queue

This is shown as XB-Q in Figure 4-3. The new origination and the load information 

messages are to be processed by the broker process in the Call Server cluster. An 

Input/Output process puts these messages in the broker input queue. The broker process

extracts these messages every time it is invoked by the scheduler.
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CMput all progress messages
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load nkessac es

« Q u e u e »
Orig Q
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« Q u e u e »
Input Q

«O PN ETProcess»
Scheduler

2.3 put load and 
redirected originatio 
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«O P N E TP rocess»
Broker

«O PN ETProcess»  
Call Processing Subsystem

«O PN ETProcess»
Input/Output

Figure 4-3: Collaboration diagram of Call Server simulation model
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Origination Queue

This is shown as ‘Orig Q’ in Figure 4-3. The broker process puts origination messages in 

this queue for local handling of the new call. The origination messages wait in this queue 

for processing by the call processing subsystem.

Progress Queue

All the messages other than the origination messages are put in this queue (shown as 

‘Progress Q’ in Figure 4-3) by an Input/Output process. The progress queue is the second 

input queue for the call processing subsystem.

Input/Output Process

The model of the Input/Output process used in Figure 4-3 is redesigned to accommodate 

additional messages introduced for load sharing among Call Servers. The earlier version 

[Sun04] of this Input/Output process model can only receive messages from the local or 

default peripheral module and the remote Call Server. If the message is for a call being 

processed locally, then the message is put either in the XB-Q queue or in the progress 

queue. In case the call is being handled by a remote CS, the Input/Output process 

reroutes these messages to that remote CS. In the current version of the Input/Output 

process, we not only eliminate the rerouting of messages by introducing an intelligent 

peripheral module, but also add a few extra features that are summarized.

1- The new model can handle messages from remote peripheral modules as well as 

from remote Call Servers.

2- The outgoing messages can have multiple destinations such as the local peripheral 

module, the remote peripheral module and the remote Call Server. The
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Input/Output process uses message type and destination category to identify the 

exact location for the delivery of the message.

3- The load information messages are exchanged between Call Servers for sharing of 

updated load state information of every Call Server. The Input/Output process 

broadcasts these messages to other Call Servers. On receiving a load information 

message, an Input/Output process delivers this message efficiently to the broker to 

update the load database table.

In the simulation model, the Input/Output process sends a message to the scheduler to 

demand a PE whenever its self interrupt is invoked. On availability of the processor, the 

Input/Output process handles all the new input messages first and then the outgoing 

messages. In the end, it schedules itself for the next invocation and sends a message to 

the scheduler to free up the PE.

Broker Process

The broker process is added to the Call Server simulation model to incorporate different 

components of load sharing in the Call Server cluster. Whenever it is invoked, it 

processes the input messages from the input broker queue (XB-Q in Figure 4-3). Broker 

input messages can be divided into three categories. The first category is the load 

information messages. The broker updates the load data base of other Call Servers on 

receiving the load information message. The second category corresponds to forwarded 

origination messages that are transferred from an overloaded remote Call Server. After 

allocating the initial resources, these messages are put in the origination queue. The third 

category corresponds to origination messages from the local peripheral module. Load 

sharing is applicable for only these origination messages. If the transfer policy identifies
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the current Call Server as a sender, then the broker process uses the location policy to 

locate a suitable receiver for this sender. If a receiver is found, then next step is to 

determine how many origination messages should be forwarded to the remote receiver 

Call Server. The exact number of origination messages is determined by the redirection 

policy. With every invocation of the broker, it also checks the load of the current Call 

Server. If the change in load is significant as compared to previously broadcast load 

information, then a load information message is also sent to the output queue.

Call Processing Subsystem

The call processing subsystem uses multiple OPNET processes for processing of 

different call messages waiting in the progress and origination queues. Processing of a 

call in the call processing subsystem concerns the service of various messages such as 

Origination, Digits and Exit. The handling of a single message by the call processing 

subsystem can be referred to as a subtask. The processing of all messages of a single call 

is usually referred as a task [Ben98]. Since the processing time slice of a call process is 

large compared to the service time of these individual subtasks, the call process tries to 

string together the execution of several messages to fill out the time slice. This allows 

the efficient use of the allotted processing time by avoiding excessive context switching 

[Nor02]. As soon as a call process is invoked, it loads a fixed number of subtasks or 

messages from the progress and origination queues. As the call process loads messages 

to be served, the call related information required for these messages is made available to 

the call process. If a call process is not able to serve all messages in its processing time 

slice, then the messages are handled by the same call process during its next invocation. 

Because of the availability of multiple processors, another call processing process can be
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activated by the scheduler, in parallel, to handle the pending messages on the progress 

and the origination queue. This design ensures mutual exclusion on sharing data in the 

call’s information block.

Scheduler

The scheduling of the tasks in the telephone switch is autonomous. There is no central 

processor which does scheduling of the processes among different processing elements 

(PEs). Each individual process runs on a PE and is responsible for its scheduling. When 

a process on a PE suspends itself, the scheduler is invoked to select the next process to 

run. The model of this autonomous scheduler is implemented in OPNET by modifying a 

built-in queue model. The process that requires a PE sends a message to the scheduler. 

On receiving the message, the scheduler checks the number of available PEs. If the count 

is non zero, then it assigns a PE to the process and decrement the count. If the count is 

already zero, then it puts the message as a request in the process ready queue. When a 

process suspends its processing, it sends another message to the scheduler. On receiving 

this message, the scheduler first checks if there is any process waiting in the process 

ready queue. If there is a process waiting in the queue, the process is immediately 

assigned to it or it increments the count of available number of PEs.

4.3 Simulation Parameters
The simulation parameters include both the workload and the system parameters. First, 

we introduce workload parameters followed by the system management policies and 

system parameters. We then define performance indices which are observed to study the 

performance of the Call Server clusters.
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4.3.1 Workload Parameters

The workload parameters are varied for different sets of experiments to investigate the 

effect of work load on the behavior of the Call Server cluster. Most of the workload 

parameters are submitted as an input to the ‘Simulation Sequence’ tool provided by 

OPNET. This tool can create different instances of a simulation experiment for different 

sets of input parameters. In addition to the workload parameters, the user can also set the 

seed, the scalar and vector output file names as well as debugging and optimization 

configuration levels. The important workload parameters are presented next 

Load Intensity: The load intensity on a Call Server is the rate of calls that arrive at a 

Call Server per unit time. The call arrival process is assumed to be a Poisson process. 

That is, the time duration between the arrivals of two new calls on a Call Server is 

generated by an exponential distribution with a mean of inter arrival time.

Think Time: There are four events during the life cycle of a call that depends on the 

response of a subscriber. These four events are: dialing a destination number, answering 

a call, talking and hanging up (second disconnect in Figure 4-2). The think times model 

the time taken by the subscriber to respond to the events and are generated by using 

truncated exponential distributions with given means.

Service Time: Service times are the times required to process different call processing 

messages. These services times are different for different messages and Nortel Networks 

has provided the exact value for the service times to be used in simulation for different 

call processing messages. The values of the service times can not be disclosed due to a 

non disclosure agreement with Nortel.
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Locality Factor: This parameter represents the probability that terminator state data is 

available locally on a Call Server that is processing the call. A detailed analysis of the 

effect of locality on performance is done by Majumdar et al. [Maj04]. We specified the 

probability of the terminator state data on the local Call Server through this parameter. 

Read/Write Operations: The number of read and write operations on a remote Call 

Server is provided as input parameters.

4.3.2 System Management Policies and System Parameters

Data sharing Policies: The terminator state data can be managed in three different ways 

as discussed in Section 2.2.4. These are remote access, replication and migration. The 

choice of using which strategy in the simulation experiment is provided through a 

‘Strategy’ parameter using value 1,2 or 3.

Redirection Policies: The choice of redirection policy is used for load sharing. We 

devise one static and four adaptive redirection policies. These are listed in Table 4-2. 

The details of these redirection policies are available in Section 3.2.

Table 4-2: List of redirection policies

Policy Description

Static Policy Static fixed redirection policy
Adaptive #1 Sender load based redirection policy
Adaptive #2 Sender/ receiver load based redirection policy with Adaptive P
Adaptive #3 Receiver load based redirection policy
Adaptive #4 Uniform sender/receiver load based redirection policy

Number of PEs: The number of processing elements available on the multiprocessor 

based Call Server is provided through this parameter.

Cluster Size: The number of Call Servers in a cluster is a configurable through this input 

parameter.
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Transfer Policy Threshold (THt): Although we use a fixed threshold based transfer 

policy, but we provide the value of the threshold through an input parameter.

Location Policy Threshold (THi): The threshold of the location policy is provided 

through this input parameter.

Load Index Attributes: As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, the load sharing techniques use 

a moving 95th POD as the load index. The calculation of the moving 95th POD involves 

two attributes: Window Size and History Data. These are explained in Section 3.1.1. The 

effective values for these two attributes are determined through experiments. The 

detailed results and the criteria used in the selection of values for these attributes are 

described in Section 5.2.

4.3.3 Performance Indices

A number of performance indices are logged into scalar and vector output files. The 

advantage of logging these parameters in the scalar file is that OPNET saves the output 

of multiple experiments in one scalar file which can be viewed as different data points in 

a graph using an analysis tool provided by OPNET. The output parameters, which are 

traced with respect to time, are logged into a vector file. OPNET's analysis tool also 

shows graphical view of the data logged in the vector file. The important performance 

indices computed from the simulation results are described.

Dial Tone Delay: It is the delay between the picking up of a phone receiver and the 

hearing of the dial tone. In our simulation model, this delay is calculated as a difference 

between the time when a peripheral module receives the ‘Start Digit Collection’ message 

from the Call Server and the time when a new ‘Origination’ message is sent by the
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peripheral module to the Call Server. Both the 95th percentile and the average value of 

the dial tone delay are calculated.

Origination delay: It is the key output parameter and the main indicator of the 

performance of the Call Server. This delay is the difference between the time when an 

‘Origination’ message gets served by the call processing subsystem and the time when 

the Input/Output process in the Call Server receives that ‘Origination’ message. Again 

the 95th percentile and average origination delays are observed and calculated. These 

parameters are calculated for every Call Server in the cluster.

Average progress delay: It is the average time taken by the progress messages to travel 

from the Input/Output process to the call processing subsystem. All messages other than 

the ‘Origination’ message are the progress messages. Examples of progress messages 

include ‘Digits’, ‘Answer’ and ‘Exit’ messages.

Average setup delav: It is the average time taken to set up a call. This delay is measured 

as a difference between the time when the peripheral module starts hearing audible 

ringing of the destination phone and the time when a ‘Digits’ message is sent from a 

peripheral module to the Call Server.

Average Process Length: It is the average time taken by a process whenever it is 

invoked by the scheduler. Average process length or process time is measured for the 

Input/Output, the broker and the call processing processes separately.

Average CPU utilization: It is the average CPU utilization of a process. It is measured 

as the percentage of total processing time of a process spent on any of the available 

processing element It is calculated for the Input/Output the broker and the call 

processing processes separately.
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Average inter-invocation time: It is the average waiting time between the two 

consecutive invocations of a process. This metric is computed for the Input/Output and 

the broker processes.

Overall 95th Percentile origination delav: Overall or aggregated 95th percentile 

origination delay of the Call Server cluster is calculated from the data collected for all 

the individual Call Servers. This is the 95th percentile origination delay for all the calls 

processed by the set of all Call Servers in the cluster.

Origination Delav Improvement: For Nortel Networks’ telephone switches, the 

origination delay is a key performance index which governs the quality of the service 

provided by the switch for every new incoming call. The effectiveness of load sharing 

techniques is measured in terms of how much the 95th percentile origination delay is 

reduced in comparison to the value observed without using load sharing techniques. So 

we define the improvement in the 95th percentile origination delay as the ratio of the 95th 

POD without load sharing to the 95th POD with load sharing. This is called as 

Origination Delay Improvement (ODI) factor. Thus, for a given load sharing strategy, 

ODI = 95th PO D no-ls / 95th PODLS 

Where 95th PO D no-ls is the overall 95th percentile origination delay of the Call Server 

cluster without load sharing and 95th PO D ls is the overall 95th percentile origination 

delay of the Call Server cluster with load sharing.

ODI should be more than 1 for a better load balanced system. Higher the value of ODI 

factor the better is the load sharing across different Call Servers of the cluster.
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4.3.4 Duration of Simulation Experiments

The duration of a simulation experiment is long enough so that the output is stabilized. 

The transients in the output of the system can be eliminated by ignoring the output data 

of an initial period of time [Jai91]. This initial period of time is referred to as warm up 

time. The value for this warm up duration is such that after this initial period of time, 

variation in the output data is not very significant. In accordance with the advice of 

Nortel engineers, we simulated call processing activities in the switch for eight minutes 

and the output data for the first four minutes is discarded [Kop04.1]. In order to verify 

the adequacy of the chosen time periods, we conduct an experiment in which the 

simulation was run for a long period of time (simulating 20 minutes of call processing 

activities). This experiment corresponds to Call Servers operating in a cluster and using 

one of the load sharing techniques. One of the CSs is overloaded 5% above the EngCap 

and the other two CSs are operating 5% below the EngCap. The values of the 95th POD 

and the average origination delay obtained after discarding the data corresponding to the 

first four minutes of the run were observed as a function of the simulated time. The 

values of the 95th POD and the average origination delay were observed to stabilize even 

before the simulation time of eight minutes was reached.

This demonstrates that the simulation of eight minutes of call processing activities in the 

switch and discarding the data corresponding to the first four minutes in computing the 

performance indices are adequate for analyzing system performance. For these 

simulation experiments, two Intel Pentium 4 based machines running MS Windows 2000 

are used. The physical memory available on each of the machine is one gigabyte. A
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typical simulation of eight minutes on one machine takes more than twenty hours for 

three Call Servers based cluster.

4.4 Model Verification and Validation

4.4.1 Verification

For verification of the model, the following techniques are used.

1- Simulations are run for shorter periods of time with controlled input parameters. 

The different states in all state diagrams are verified by checking the logged 

messages and state information stored in the simulator log files.

2- Little’s Law is applied to the input, output, broker and origination queues [Jai91]. 

The relationship is observed to hold for a number of different parameters sets.

3- The model output is checked for reasonableness under a variety of settings of the 

input parameters. The simulator program logs a wide variety of output statistics 

for verification purposes. The Utilization Law is deployed to verify the utilization 

of the processing element

4- The input parameters are also logged at the end of the simulation to verify that 

that input parameters are not changed during the experiment.

5- Arrival rate and inter-arrival rate time of incoming calls are logged to vector files 

of OPNET. The analytical tool of OPNET uses the vector file as input to visualize 

incoming traffic. This helps to verify that the input traffic streams arriving at 

different Call Servers are independent of each other.
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4.4.2 Validation Process

The correctness of a simulation model is measured by the accuracy of the model output 

to the output of a real system. Validation of a model confirms the assumptions used in 

the developments of the model if the outputs of the model are close to the outputs of the 

real system [Jai91]. In the current context, comparison of the outputs of the simulation 

model and the real system was not possible because of the non-existence of a real Call 

Server cluster. So an analytical model developed in the first phase of this research by 

Majumdar [Maj04] was used by Sim to validate the first version of the simulation model 

developed by Sun [Sun04]. The similarity between the analytical predictions and the 

simulation results can be used to validate the simulation model [Jai91]. There were two 

types of validations which were carried out by Sun et al. for the first version of the 

simulation model. They validated the output results with the predicted results of the 

analytical model. Secondly they also developed a simulation model for the original 

system without clustering. The output of the simulation model based on the original 

system was found to be in good agreement with the output of the real system. The call 

processing functionality of the simulation model used in this thesis is the same as the 

first version of the simulation model. The current version developed for this thesis 

includes a number of additional and revised modules such as the broker, the 

Input/Output and the intelligent PM. The design of these new simulation models, 

especially the UML diagrams and the state transition models are approved by the 

designers of Call Servers at Nortel. These diagrams were discussed and verified with 

Nortel Networks experts before starting the implementation. The output of the 

simulation model, before the incorporation of the load sharing strategies, is compared for
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a selected set of parameters to the output of the first version of the simulation model. The 

outputs of both the simulation models are found to be very close to each other and differ 

only by a maximum of 2%. This small variation is expected and is due to the 

modification made to the first version of the simulation model.
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Chapter 5 Results of Experiments

In this chapter, the results of simulation experiments are presented and discussed. These 

experiments are conducted to investigate the performance of the load sharing strategies. 

Note that all the load sharing strategies differ only in terms of redirection policies. The 

other components of the strategies are the same. The impacts of different workload 

parameters on the performance of the strategies are also discussed. A factor at a time 

approach is used: One parameter is varied at a time while the others are held at then- 

default values presented in Table 5-1. A brief summary of experiments is presented in 

the following paragraph.

The effects of History Data and Window Size which are used for the calculation of 

moving 95th percentile origination delay are explained in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 

describes the effect of the transfer policy threshold and the location policy threshold on 

the performance of the system. The attributes such as 8 and P, associated with different 

redirection policies, are investigated in Section 5.4. The effectiveness of all the 

redirection policies is compared in Section 5.5 at different overloading levels by varying 

the load intensity of the overloaded CS and the lightly loaded CSs. Section 5.6 explains 

the effect of the composition and the size of the cluster on the performance results. The 

effects of different data sharing policies, duration of different call events and the locality 

factor are discussed in Sections 5.7,5.8 and 5.9 respectively.
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5.1 Performance Metrics
A number of performance indices are observed for these experiments. The details of 

these performance indices are discussed in Section 4.3.3. In this chapter, the results 

presented include only overall 95th percentile origination delay (95th POD) and 

Origination Delay Improvement factor (ODI). Additional results with other performance 

indices such as the average origination delay are presented in Appendix A and Appendix 

B.

5.2 Analysis of Load Index Attributes
The selection of the moving 95th percentile origination delay as the load index and the 

two attributes associated with it are explained in detail in Section 3.1.1. The attributes 

are History Data and Window Size. In this section, we investigate the effect of these two 

attributes in two different sets of experiments. In the first set of experiments, we analyze 

the performance of the cluster system for different proportions of History Data. In the 

second set, we explore different values of Window Size (Tm0Ving) to study its effect on the 

performance of the cluster system.

These two sets of experiments assume default values for the input parameters listed in 

Table 5-1. One CS (CS1) is overloaded slightly above the EngCap (2%) and the other 

two CSs (CS2 and CS3) are operating 2% below the EngCap.

5.2.1 Effect of History Data

For this set of experiments, we assume a Window Size of 0.25 sec and vary the 

proportion of History Data from 0 to 50%. The results collected for these experiments 

are presented in Figure 5-1.
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Table 5-1: Default values of input parameters

Parameter Value

Cluster size 3
Load intensity on CS1 3210 Kcalls/hr
Load intensity on CS2 and CS3 3100 Kcalls/hr
Redirection policy Adaptive #2
Window Size 1 sec
History Data 50%
Call event durations (dialing, answering, 
talking and hanging up)

Truncated exponential (mean of 5sec)

Simulation duration 8 minutes
Warm up time 4 minutes
Number of PE *>

Service time Table 4-2
Data sharing policy Remote access
Locality factor 50%
Transfer policy threshold 175 msec
Location policy threshold 105 msec

300.00

250.00

E3CS1 238.51 177.94 204.01 187.02 208.86

0C S 2 96.18 105.50 114.41 99.05 107.19
BCS3 92.28 120.62 101.72 109.03 95.76
■  Cluster 148.88 132.59 136.21 131.33 133.78

Proportion of History Data

Figure 5-1: Comparison of system performance for different proportions of History Data
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The first column in the table of Figure 5-1 shows the results when no load sharing 

technique is used and it involves no History Data. The first conclusion is that the use of 

History Data is not degrading the overall performance of the cluster. The overall 95th 

POD of the cluster is almost the same for all History Data values. The 95th PODs of the 

individual Call Servers are slightly different for different values of the History Data. But 

there is not a very well defined pattern observed in these results. The more close values 

of the 95th POD of individual Call Servers and of the cluster indicate that a more 

effective load sharing has been achieved among the Call Servers of the cluster. The 95th 

POD values on the different CSs are closest to one another for the History Data of 50% 

as compared to the other values of History Data. So we chose 50% of History Data to be 

used in the further experiments.

5.2.2 Effect of Window Size

A very small window may make the load sharing strategy act prematurely due to an 

instantaneous change in load. A very large window on the other hand, may make the 

system too sluggish to react to changes in system load. So the Window Size is very 

important to avoid such situations. To study the effect of Window Size on the 

performance of the system, we use different Window Sizes for this set of experiment 

The default values of the other input parameters are the same as listed in Table 5-1. The 

results are presented in Figure 5-2. The first column in the table of Figure 5-2 shows the 

results of the CS cluster without using any load sharing technique and it involves no 

Window Size parameter. Figure 5-2 shows that the overall performance of the cluster 

with any Window Size is always better than a no load sharing system.
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96.18 96.74 107.19 99.69 96.08 99.23SCS2
92.28 105.22 102.64 101.82 i 101.35108.94 95.76HCS3

Cluster 148.88 I 134.56 I 133.78 127.86 121.84 ! 126.68 ! 128.63
Window Size (sec)

Figure 5-2: Comparison of system performance for different values of Window Size

The 95* POD of the cluster system and the overloaded CS (CS1) are reduced gradually 

as the Window Size in increased from 0.125 sec to 1.0 sec. The results obtained with the 

Window Size of 1.0 sec are the best as compared to the results with other values of 

Window Size. As the Window Size is increased beyond 1.0 sec, the 95th PODs of the 

overloaded CS and the cluster start increasing again. This confirms that the duration of 

the Window Size should neither be too small nor too large.

The smaller durations of the Window Size imply that the load index can include more 

transient behavior and the load sharing can become active more often than desired. This 

is why as we initially increase the duration of the Window Size, the values of 95th PODs 

of all CSs become closer to one another. We chose 1.0 sec as the default value of 

Window Size for further experiments.
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5.3 Threshold Analysis
As already discussed in Section 4.3.2 of the last chapter, there are two types of 

thresholds corresponding to two different components of load sharing. One threshold is 

for the transfer policy and the other is for the location policy. These thresholds should 

correspond to the border line between an overloaded system and the non-overloaded 

system. For telephone switches, this border line is the engineered capacity of the system 

and the 95th POD on this border line is denoted by Tec. A Call Server that has a 95th POD 

more than Tec is considered overloaded and the one that has 95th POD below Tec is 

considered operating as a lightly loaded CS.

The set of experiments described in this section assumes default values of the input 

parameters as listed in Table 5-1 except thresholds of the transfer policy and the location 

policy. We vary the threshold of the transfer policy in the first experiment and then the 

threshold of the location policy in the next experiment.

5.3.1 Effect of Transfer Policy Threshold

In the first experiment, we keep the threshold of the location policy equal to the 95th 

POD corresponding to the engineered capacity of a CS (Tec or 140 msec) and vary the 

threshold of the transfer policy from 100 msec to 240 msec. To see the effectiveness of 

load sharing, the load intensity of one CS (CS1) is kept slightly above (2%) the EngCap 

while the other two CSs (CS2 and CSS) are operating 2% below the EngCap. The results 

of this experiment are presented in Figure 5-3.
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300.00

^  250.00

IE3CS1 238.51 162.25 188.71 165.68 204.54 221.34 !
BCS2 96.18 116.86 104.93 96.08 111.80 101.04 !

BCS3 92.28 111.83 112.72 102.64 102.83 104.44
■  Cluster 148.88 135.75 133.70 121.84 136.73 142.25 !

Transfer Policy Threshold (msec)

Figure 5-3: Comparison of system performance for different values of the transfer policy

threshold

The first column in the table of Figure 5-3 (with No LS label) shows the results when no 

load sharing technique is used. The results obtained, using load sharing, show improved 

system performance as compared to the no load sharing situation. For a threshold value 

of 105 msec, the 95th POD of the overloaded CS (CS1) is reduced significantly but it 

also pushes the 95th PODs of the lightly loaded CSs (CS2 and CS3) to higher values. So 

the overall 95th POD of the cluster is marginally higher as compared to results with other 

values of the threshold. A similar behavior is observed in results of the threshold of 140 

msec.

For a threshold value of 175 msec, the 95th POD of the CS1 is reduced significantly 

without pushing the 95th PODs of the lightly loaded CSs to higher values. So, the overall 

95th POD of the cluster is better than the lower threshold values (105ms and 140 msec). 

This is because the overloaded CS avoids transferring the calls due to small spikes in the
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load of the CS. For higher values of threshold such as 200 msec and 240 msec, there is 

not much reduction in the 95th POD of the overloaded CS (CS1) and therefore the overall 

95th POD of the cluster is high as well.

Figure 5-3 shows a graphical view of the results of the experiment The four bars (from 

left to right) are for CS1 (overloaded), CS2, CS3 and the cluster respectively. The closer 

the 95th PODs, the better the load sharing achieved in the system. We can see that the 

bars are closest to one another for the threshold values of 175 msec and 105 msec. But 

the overall 95th POD of the cluster is better for the threshold value of 175 msec. For the 

rest of the experiments described on the following pages, we use a threshold value of 

175 msec because of its immunity against small and temporary spikes in the load.

5.3.2 Effect of Location Policy Threshold

The second experiment investigates the effect of the location policy threshold on the 

overall performance of the Call Server cluster. As discussed in Section 3.1.3, the location 

policy threshold is used to identify the potential receiver Call Servers. In this experiment, 

we keep value of the threshold for the transfer policy equal to 175 msec and vary the 

value of the threshold for the location policy from 70 msec to 175 msec. Figure 5-4 

shows the 95th POD results for the individual CSs and the cluster.

The first column in the table of Figure 5-4 (No LS) shows results when no load sharing 

is used. Again, the results for all values of the threshold show better performance than 

the results without load sharing. But some values of threshold produce better results than 

the others.
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Location Policy Threshold (msec)

Figure 5-4: Comparison of system performance for different values of location policy

threshold

The results for threshold values of 70 msec and 105 msec are better than the results 

achieved with threshold values of 140 msec and 175 msec. This is because of the more 

sensitive behavior of Call Servers when they operate near the EngCap that corresponds 

to the knee of the curve between 95th POD and the load intensity on a single Call Server. 

A small increase in the number of new incoming calls from a remote sender CS can 

overload such a receiver CS. So the threshold for the location policy should be chosen to 

be lower than the 95th POD corresponding to the EngCap of a CS.

The overall 95th PODs for the threshold values of 70 msec and 105 msec are within ±5% 

of one another. We choose 105 msec as the threshold of the location policy because of 

the fact that it will increase the probability of finding the receiver CSs in the Call Server 

cluster in comparison to the situation in which a 70 msec value is used as the threshold.
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5.4 Analysis of Redirection Policies
In this set of experiments, we investigate the performance of the first three redirection 

policies, proposed in Chapter 3. We analyze these policies for different values of the key 

attributes associated with them such as the different values of the redirection factor for 

the static redirection policy. Similarly, the sender load based and the sender/receiver load 

based redirection policies are analyzed for different values of the maximum redirected 

proportion P. The results of these experiments provide insights into system performance 

as well as help in choosing suitable values for these key attributes to be used in further 

experimentations. The default values of input parameters used in these experiments are 

listed in Table 5-1. Note that one CS (CS1) is overloaded 2% above the EngCap and the 

other two CSs (CS2 and CSS) are operating 2% below the EngCap.

5.4.1 Static Redirection Policy

In the fixed or static redirection policy, a fixed proportion of the new incoming calls, 

redirection factor (5), is forwarded to the receiver Call Server. In this experiment, we 

analyze different values of the redirection factor, 8, ranging from 5-20 %. The results are 

summarized in Figure 5-5.

The first column in the table of Figure 5-5 shows the results without load sharing. The 

results for different values of 8 are improved as compared to the results obtained without 

load sharing. The overall 95th PODs of the cluster for all values of 8 differ only by ± 5%. 

But the 95th POD of the overloaded CS (CS1) decreases as the value of 8 is increased 

from 5% to 15%. For lower values of 8 (5% and 10%), the improvement of 95th POD for 

the overloaded CS is less because of the lesser transfer of new calls to the remote CSs.
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That is why the 95th PODs of the lightly loaded CSs (CS2 and CSS) are also not 

increased substantially (see Figure 5-5).
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300.00

250.00

200.00

150.00

100.00

50.00

u.uu ^
NoLS 5% 10% 15% 20%

ECS1 238.51 192.86 186.55 163.41 | 167.00
0C S2 96.18 91.88 102.09 110.80 ! 122.28
ECS3 92.28 95.86 111.61 106.56 | 123.95
■ Cluster 148.88 125.47 135.70 128.63 | 136.48

Redirection Factor (5)

Figure 5-5: Effect of 5 on the performance of the Call Server cluster using the static

policy as the load sharing technique

For 5 = 20%, the improvement in the 95th POD of the overloaded CS (CS1) is not better 

than the 95th POD of CS1 with 5 = 15% although the 95th PODs of the lightly loaded 

Call Servers show higher values. The higher values of 95th PODs of the lightly loaded 

CSs are indicators of the higher number of calls received. This can lead to thrashing that 

is explained in the next paragraph.

If an overloaded node transfers a large proportion of its tasks to a lightly loaded node, 

then it is possible that the lightly loaded node may become overloaded because it is 

receiving too many tasks. Since the overloaded node has transferred bulk of its tasks, so
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this node may be identified (temporarily) as the lightly loaded node or receiver in the 

cluster of nodes and might start receiving tasks from other overloaded nodes of the 

cluster and may again become an overloaded node. This situation leads to the 

degradation of the performance of not only the individual nodes but also the performance 

of the overall cluster. This phenomenon is called thrashing. At a 5=20%, the overloaded 

CS (CS1) seems to be redirecting too many new calls and overloading the lightly loaded 

CSs (CS2 and CSS). This is clearly indicated by higher values of 95th POD of lightly 

loaded Call Servers (CS2 and CSS) for 5 = 20% (see Figure 5-5). But due to thrashing, 

the 95th POD of the overloaded CS (CS1) is not reduced accordingly.

5.4.2 Adaptive #1: Sender Load Based Redirection Policy

In the sender load based redirection policy, the redirection factor, 5, is adaptive and 

changes with the current load status of the sender CS. The higher the load on the sender 

CS, the higher the number of calls transferred to the receiver CS. As discussed in Section 

3.2.2, P is constant which corresponds to the maximum redirected proportion of 

incoming calls. The value of P can be anything between 0 and 100%. For this 

experiment, we analyze the effect of different values of P on the performance of the 

system. We started with a value of 25% and then increment in steps of 15%. The results 

are summarized in Figure 5-6.

The first column in the table of Figure 5-6 (No LS) shows the results of an experiment 

without load sharing. Using the sender load based redirection policy as a load sharing 

technique, the best results are observed at P = 40%. . For all other values of P, the 95th 

POD of the overloaded CS (CS1) is improved but the overall 95th POD of the cluster is
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degraded in comparison to the overall 95th POD without using any load sharing 

technique.
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□ CS1 I 238.51 211.47 162.46 192.82 208.46
m CS2 ! 96.18 123.69 116.77 133.00 166.32
□ CS3 | 92.28 122.19 114.03 128.50 158.29 S

| ■ Cluster i 148.88 150.76 132.07 152.43 177.46 j

Maximum Redirected Proportion (P)

Figure 5-6: Effect of P on the performance of the Call Server cluster

For a P = 25%, the number of redirected calls from the overloaded CS (CS1) to the 

lightly loaded CSs (CS2 and CSS) is not large enough. Thus, the 95th POD of the 

overloaded CS (CS1) is improved only slightly and the 95th PODs of the lightly loaded 

CSs (CS2 and CSS) are also not increased much. The overall 95th POD of the cluster is 

observed to be slightly worse in comparison to the situation without using load sharing. 

For a P = 40%, both the 95th POD of the overloaded CS and the overall 95th POD of the 

cluster are improved significantly as compared to the situation without using the load 

sharing technique.

For higher values of P such as 55% and 70%, a degradation in performance is observed. 

The 95th PODs of the lightly loaded Call Servers (CS2 and CSS) are pushed to quite high
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values but the 95th POD of the overloaded CS (CS1) is not reduced accordingly. This is 

because of the thrashing phenomenon explained in the last section. The overloaded Call 

Server (CS1) tries to send too many calls to the receiver CSs (CS2 and CSS). This 

overloads the receiver Call Servers that start sending back some of their calls to the Call 

Server that was originally overloaded (CS1). The phenomenon of thrashing affects the 

performance of the system in two different ways. First it can cause transfer of new calls 

from the Call Servers that were originally lightly loaded. Secondly, it hinders transfer of 

new calls from the originally overloaded Call Server because the number of potential 

receiver CSs is now reduced.

In Figure 5-6, the 95th POD values are closest to one another for P = 40%. For rest of the 

experiments, we use P = 40% for the sender load based redirection policy.

5.4.3 Adaptive #2: Sender/ Receiver Load Based Redirection 
Policy

As described in Section 3.2.3, this policy considers load status of both the sender and the 

receiver CS to calculate the redirection factor, 5, of incoming calls at run time. For this 

policy, we assume P as the set of four values (PI, P2, P3, P4) in increasing order and 

each value of P in the set corresponds to one availability level of the receiver CS as 

explained in Section 3.2.3. Based on the availability level of the receiver CS, a 

corresponding value of P is selected and applied in equation (3) to calculate n. So in this 

experiment we investigate the effect of P (shown in Table 5-2) on the performance. 

These five sets of P are labeled as Pa, Pb, Pc, Pd and Pe. The results are shown in Figure 

5-7.
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Table 5-2: Different sets of P

Set Labels

Set of P 

(P1,P2,P3,P4)

Pa (6,12,18,25)
Pb (10,20,30,40)
Pc (14,28,42,55)
Pd (18,36,54,70)
Pe (25,50,75,100)

| 300.00 -pI
•5 - 250.00 —

|  200.00 —
g  150.00 —

^  100.00 —

»  50.00 —

i NoLS Pa Pb Pc j Pd Pe

'□CS1 I 238.51 223.63 194.35 181.14 172.41 214.53 ;
B CS2 i 96.18 99.95 105.40 111.05 [ 114.29 132.69 !
0  CS3 j 92.28 101.03 106.06 106.01 ! 117.18 142.12 j

| ■  Cluster 148.88 149.17 139.64 137.08 | 13327 160.84 I

Different sets of P (Pa, Pb, Pc, Pd, Pe)

Figure 5-7: Effect of different sets of P on the performance of the Call Server cluster

The first column with ‘No LS’ label in the table of Figure 5-7 shows the results without 

using any load sharing technique. As seen in Figure 5-7 the results for the set Pa are not 

good because of the lesser transfer of new calls from the overloaded Call Server (CS1) to 

lightly loaded Call Servers (CS2 and CSS). The 95th POD of CS1 is only marginally 

improved and the effect on the 95th PODs of lightly loaded CSs is also negligible as 

shown in the results. The overall 95th POD for this set of P also shows that there is no 

improvement in performance.
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As we increase the values in these sets of P, more improvements in the performance of 

the Call Server cluster are observed. For set Pb, the 95th POD of the overloaded CS 

(CS1) is reduced to 194.35 msec and the overall 95th POD is 139.64 msec. The set Pc 

uses higher values of P (14,28,42,55). The 95th PODs of the overloaded CS and of the 

overall cluster are improved further to 181.14 msec and 137.08 msec respectively. The 

improvement continues with set Pd (18,36,54,70). But this trend does not continue with 

Pe that includes the highest level of the redirected proportion (100%). The results 

obtained for Pe (see Figure 5-7) indicate that these higher values degrade the 

performance of the cluster. Actually, more transfer of new calls from the overloaded CS 

(CS1) overloads the lightly loaded Call Servers (CS2 and CS3). It can be seen from the 

higher values of the 95th PODs of the lightly loaded CSs (132.69 msec and 142.12 msec 

respectively). But the 95th POD of CS1, which was originally overloaded, is only 

reduced from 238.51 msec to 214.53 msec. This is possibly because of the transfer of 

calls back to CS1 from CS2 and CSS in the situation when CS1 has become lightly 

loaded for a temporary period of time. This phenomenon of thrashing has already been 

discussed in the previous sections. From this analysis, we choose set Pd for further 

experimentations.

5.5 Effectiveness of Redirection Policies at Different 
Load Levels

The core set of experiments presented in this thesis is to study the effectiveness of 

different redirection policies for various unbalanced load configurations in a Call Server 

cluster. In this section, we present three sets of experiments for these unbalanced load 

configurations. The first set of experiments is carried out to investigate effectiveness of
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all the redirection policies, when the load intensity of one overloaded CS is varied above 

the EngCap by small amounts (0 -  7.5%). In the second set, the load intensity of the 

lightly loaded Call Servers is varied to observe its effect on the performance of 

redirection policies. These two sets of experiments are labeled as “One Overloaded Call 

Server Scenario” and “Variable Lightly Loaded Call Servers Scenario”. In the third set 

(Special Scenario), we run a few experiments to see the effectiveness of all the 

redirection polices for very high levels of overloading such as 25% and 30% above the 

EngCap.

Another issue is the number of overloaded and lightly loaded Call Servers in a cluster. 

For example, in a cluster of three Call Servers, we can vary the load on one or two Call 

Servers at a time. In this chapter, we only included results of experiments that have one 

overloaded Call Server. Either we vary the load intensity of the overloaded CS or the 

load intensity of the lightly loaded CSs. The results of experiments with two overloaded 

Call Servers in the cluster have also shown the same pattern of performance 

improvement but not as much as we will see in the following sub-sections for one over 

overloaded CS. This is due to only one lightly loaded CS in the cluster. The experiments 

with two overloaded Call Servers use same default value of input parameters listed in 

Table 5-1 and their results are summarized in Appendix C and Appendix D.

5.5.1 One Overloaded Call Server Scenario

In these experiments, a cluster of three Call Servers is used. The load intensities of the 

two Call Servers (CS2 and CS3) are maintained at 5% below the engineered capacity for 

all these experiments. But the load intensity of the third Call Server (CS1) is varied from 

0% to 7.5% above the EngCap. Table 5-3 shows different load configurations with one
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overloaded Call Server and two lightly loaded Call Servers. All the other input 

parameters are held at their default values described in Table 5-1.

Table 5-3: Load configurations for the one overloaded Call Server scenario

Load

Configuration

Load Intensity (Kcalls/hr)

Overloaded CS (CS1) Lightly loaded CSs (CS2 and CS3)

10L-2LL 1 3150 (EngCap) 3000
10L-2LL 2 3220 (2.5% above EngCap) 3000
10L-2LL 3 3300 (5% above EngCap) 3000
10L-2LL 4 3400 (7.5% above EngCap) 3000

95th POD

For these experiments, we present overall 95th POD of the cluster for various load 

configurations as a graphical and tabular form in Figure 5-8. The results of the average 

origination delay show the same pattern of performance for all redirection policies. 

These results are presented in Appendix A.
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Figure 5-8: Comparison of the 95th PODs achieved using different redirection policies 

for the one overloaded Call Server scenario
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The static policy has shown reasonable performance for the first three load 

configurations. But it could not maintain the 95th POD of the cluster under Tec for the 

10L-2LL_4 configuration. This is because of the fixed value of the redirection factor. 

The load intensity of the overloaded CS in this configuration is 7.5% above the EngCap, 

and the redirection factor of the static policy (5 = 15%) may not be large enough to stop 

elevating the 95th POD of that CS.

Adaptive #1 also performs reasonably well for most of the load configurations. The 95th 

POD for the last load configuration (10L-2LL_4) is again high but marginally better 

than the 95th POD obtained with static redirection policy. Adaptive #2 performs very 

well for all the load configurations. This might be because of its capability to adapt the 

value of 5 according to the load status of both the sender and the receiver CS. So for this 

range of load configurations, we can conclude that the sender/receiver load based 

redirection policy shows better performance as compared to all other redirection policies. 

Adaptive #3 and Adaptive #4 show satisfactory performances except for the last load 

configuration (10L-2LL_4). Both policies show lower improvements in 95th POD for 

this configuration. This is because both the policies tend to redirect calls more 

aggressively than the other policies. The overloaded CS is operating 7.5% above the 

EngCap and the lightly loaded CSs are operating only 5% below the EngCap. So in an 

attempt to redirect calls at a faster rate, these policies end up overloading the receiver.

In Figure 5-8, the first bar at each load configuration shows the 95th POD of the cluster 

without using any load sharing technique. The rest of the bars in the graph represent 95th 

POD for different redirection policies. The differences between first bar and the rest of
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the bars indicate how effectively these redirection policies have reduced the 95th POD of 

the cluster as compared to the 95th POD achieved without load sharing.

ODI Factor

The improvement in the 95th POD is also measured by the ODI factor. The comparison 

of the ODI factor at different load configurations is shown in Figure 5-9. Although 

marginally, but the ODI factor achieved with Adaptive #2 is the winner at all load 

configurations.
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Figure 5-9: Comparison of the ODI factors achieved using different redirection policies 

for the one overloaded Call Server scenario

5.5.2 Variable Lightly Loaded Call Servers Scenario

In the scenario presented in the last section, we explored the effectiveness of the 

redirection policies for different load levels of the overloaded Call Server. With the 

scenario presented in this section, we investigate how the redirection policies perform if
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the lightly loaded Call Servers are operating at different levels. For these experiments, 

we assume one overloaded Call Server (CS1) in the cluster is operating 5% above the 

EngCap, and the load intensities of the two lightly loaded Call Servers (CS2 and CS3) 

are varied. All the other input parameters are held at their default values described in 

Table 5-1.

Based on the different levels of load intensity of the lightly loaded Call Servers, we 

define four load configurations in Table 5-4. The load intensities on the lightly loaded 

Call Servers are highest for the first load configuration (10L-2LL_1) and decreases for 

the following load configurations.

Table 5-4: Load configurations for the variable lightly loaded Call Servers scenario

Load

Configuration

Load Intensity (Kcalls/hr)

Overloaded CS (CS1) Lightly loaded CSs (CS2 and CS3)

10L-2LL 1 3300 3150 (EngCap)
10L-2LL 2 3300 3080 (2.5 % below EngCap)
10L-2LL 3 3300 3000 (5% below EngCap)
10L-2LL 4 3300 2833 (10% below EngCap)

95th POD

The overall 95th POD for different load configurations using all the redirection policies 

are summarized in Figure 5-10. The average origination delays also show the same 

ranking of redirection policies for this scenario. The details of these results are presented 

in Appendix B. The first row in the table of Figure 5-10 shows 95th POD of the system 

without using any load sharing technique. If we compare the overall 95th POD achieved 

with all redirection policies at different load configurations. Adaptive #2 is found to be 

consistently performing better than the other policies (see Figure 5-10).
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10L-2LL 1 10L-2LL 2 10L-2LL 3 10L-2LL 4

iB No Load Sharing j 1600.00 1291.72 1071.26 1054.03
! 03 Static 502.08 289.29 139.01 109.45
j a  Adaptive #1 398.68 239.74 142.23 111.64
! 0  Adaptive #2 481.35 211.09 136.19 101.94
; & Adaptive #3 460.32 336.32 147.06 97.24
i B Adaptive #4 640.83 336.35 156.16 97.80

Load Configuration

Figure 5-10: Comparison of the 95th PODs achieved using different redirection policies 

for the variable lightly loaded Call Servers scenario

Figure 5-10 shows the variation of the 95th PODs at the different load configurations in

the form of a bar graph. The first solid bar represents the 95th POD without load sharing.

For the first two load configurations (10L-2LL_1 and 10L-2LL_2), the lightly loaded

Call Servers are operating at a load intensity equal to the EngCap and 2.5% below the

EngCap respectively. So both the lightly loaded CSs have very little spare capacity to

absorb the extra load of the overloaded CS. This is the reason for the high values of 95th

PODs observed for these two load configurations. For the first load configuration (10L-

2LL_1), Adaptive #1 shows a slightly better performance than all other policies. For the

second load configuration (10L-2LL_2), Adaptive #2 shows better performance than the

other policies. The 95th POD of the overloaded CS (CS1) with Adaptive #1 (239.74
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msec) is also closer to the value collected with Adaptive #2 (211.09 msec), but the 95th 

PODs obtained for the other policies are higher.

At the load configurations 10L-2LL_3 and 10L-2LL_4, the load intensities of the 

lightly loaded CSs are 5% and 10% below the EngCap respectively, so the performances 

of all the redirection polices are significantly improved. Adaptive #2 is the winner for the 

load configuration 10L-2LL_3. Adaptive #3 and Adaptive #4 show better performance 

than others at load configuration 10L-2LL_4- For Adaptive #3 and Adaptive #4, the 

redirection factor, 8, is proportional to the spare capacity of the receiver CS. So the two 

lightly loaded CSs operating 10% below the EngCap, in case of 10L-2LL_4> aid in 

producing the improved performances of Adaptive #3 and Adaptive #4.

ODI Factor

o(0u.
5
O

12.00

10.00

I

10L-2LL 1 ; 10L-2LL 2 10L-2LL 3 i  10L-2LL 4

□  Static 3.19 4.47 7.71 9.63
I a  Adaptive #1 | 4.01
a  Adaptive #2 3.32

5.39 7.53
6.12 7.87

9.44
10.34

S Adaptive #3 3.48 3.84 7.28 10.84
j a  Adaptive #4 2.50 3.84 6.86 10.78

Load Configuration

Figure 5-11: Comparison of the ODI factors achieved using different redirection policies 

for the variable lightly loaded Call Servers scenario
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We observe the same ranking of redirection strategies in the improvement factor of the 

95th POD as seen for the overall 95th POD of the cluster system. The ODI factors at the 

different load configurations for all redirection policies are shown in Figure 5-11. For the 

second (10L-2LL_2) and the third configuration (10L-2LL_3), Adaptive #2 performs 

better than the other policies. For the last load configuration (10L-2LL_4), Adaptive #3 

shows slightly better results than Adaptive #4.

5.5.3 Special Scenario

To investigate the effectiveness of the redirection policies for higher levels of 

overloading, we performed a few additional experiments. In these experiments, we 

assume one Call Server (CS1) is overloaded up to 25% and 30% above the EngCap and 

the two lightly loaded Call Servers (CS2 and CS3) are operating 50% below the EngCap. 

We used two different levels of overloading (25% and 30%) to see which policy 

demonstrates a more consistent performance. The results of all the redirection policies 

for these two levels of overloading are presented in Figure 5-12.

The overall 95th PODs for all redirection policies are shown in Figure 5-12. The static 

policy demonstrates a poor performance for both levels of overloading. The fixed value 

of the redirection factor (5 = 15%) is not enough to absorb the extra load of the 

overloaded CS. The performances of Adaptive #1 and Adaptive #2 are better than the 

static policy, but their 95th PODs are higher than the required value of 140 msec (Tec)- 

However, Adaptive #2 performs better than Adaptive #1.

Adaptive #3 and Adaptive #4 demonstrate good performance compared to the other 

redirection policies. The overall 95th PODs produced by both policies are under Tec- The 

results obtained for these two policies are consistent at both levels (25% and 30%) of
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overloading. If we compare the results of these two policies, Adaptive #3 shows a 

consistently better result at both levels of overloading.

1800.00
1600.00
1400.00
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—  1000.00 o  oQ_

U)o>

800.00
600.00
400.00
200.00 

0.00
Adaptive #1 j Adaptive #2 ; Adaptive #3 j Adaptive #4

□ 25% overloaded 1600.00 395.65 254.03 118.11 132.42
130% overloaded 1600.00 467.62 299.47 132.57 137.34 Ij

Redirection Policy

Figure 5-12: Comparison of the 95th PODs of the cluster using different redirection 

policies at 25% and 30% overloading levels

5.6 Effect of Cluster Configuration
In this set of experiments, we investigate performance of the cluster system for different 

sizes and compositions of the cluster. For this analysis, we carried out experiments with 

three different configurations. These configurations are described next 

2CS-10L-1LL: This simplest configuration has only two Call Servers in the cluster. 

One Call Server (CS1) is operating at a load intensity of 5% above the EngCap and the 

second Call Server (CS2) is operating at a load intensity of 5% below the EngCap. 

3CS-10L-2LL: This configuration is composed of three Call Servers. One Call Server 

(CS1) is overloaded 5% above the EngCap and the other two Call Servers (CS2 and 

CS3) are operating 5% below the EngCap.
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3CS-20L-1LL: This configuration has three Call Servers. Two Call Servers (CS1 and 

CS2) are overloaded 5% above the EngCap and one Call Server (CSS) is operating 5% 

below the EngCap.

The default values of the other input parameters used for these experiments are listed in 

Table 5-1. The results for these three cluster configurations are shown in Figure 5-13 

(without load sharing) and Figure 5-14 (with load sharing).
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QCS1 1600.00 1246.48 1600.00
0C S 2 72.37 69.79 1600.00
BCS3 0.00 70.87 70.96
■  Cluster 1423.86 1071.26 1600.00 !

Cluster Composition

Figure 5-13 : Effect of cluster composition/size on the 95th PODs of the Call Server

cluster when load sharing is not used

For load configurations 2CS-10L-1LL and 3CS-20L-1LL, the 95th PODs of the 

overloaded CS (CS1) and of the cluster system are very high as compared to the results 

achieved for the 3CS-10L-2LL configuration. This is because of the lesser number of 

lightly loaded CS(s) for those cluster configurations. In addition to its own load intensity,
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the 95th POD of a CS is also affected by the number of remote Call Servers and the load 

intensity on those remote Call Servers. Higher load intensity and more number of remote 

CSs cause higher number of terminator data sharing requests to a local Call Server. This 

is the reason for the degradation of results for 2CS-10L-1LL and 3CS-20L-1LL 

configurations.

I |
700.00 -i--------

600.00 ---------

¥  500.00----------(O
I — 400.00-----------! Q
I g  300.00 ----------

I i  200.00 — H I
j  o

! 100.00 -  I I
I fflfa

□  CS1 257.51 285.79 644.76
0C S 2 116.30 84.16 624.57 |

OCS3 0.00 79.42 150.59
■ Cluster! 210.82 136.19 571.17 |

Cluster Composition

Figure 5-14: Effect of cluster composition/size on the 95th PODs of the Call Server

cluster when load sharing is used

Figure 5-14 shows that load sharing has improved system performance for all cluster 

configurations. But the improvement in the performance is more for those configurations 

that have a higher ratio of the number of lightly loaded Call Servers to overloaded Call 

Servers. The cluster configuration 3CS-10L-2LL has two lightly loaded CSs, so we get 

the best overall 95th POD for this configuration. The configuration, 2CS-10L-1LL, with
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one lightly loaded CS and one overloaded CS has also shown better performance in 

comparison to the cluster configuration 3CS-20L-1LL in which number of overloaded 

CSs is higher than the number of lightly loaded CSs. The results achieved for the 3CS- 

20L-1LL configuration have shown that our load sharing technique does not try to 

overload the lightly loaded CS (CS3). This is observed from the value of 95th POD of 

CS3 in Figure 5-14. The 95th POD of CS3 is increased only up to 150.59 msec, although 

the overloaded CSs (CS1 and CS2) are still operating in the overloaded state.

We could not perform experimentation for cluster sizes of four or more Call Servers 

because of the following reason. It takes a lot of experimental time ( greater than 20 

hours for a 3 CS cluster) on an Intel Pentium 4 based PC equipped with 1 GB of memory 

to complete a simulation of eight minutes of call processing. This time increases with the 

size of the Call Server cluster.

5.7 Effect of Data Sharing Policies
In the first phase of this research [Maj04], Majumdar et al. proposed and investigated 

three data sharing policies to access the terminator state data within the Call Server 

cluster. These data sharing policies are remote access, replication and migration (see 

Section 2.2.4 for details). Experiments are carried out to study the effectiveness of the 

load sharing technique for all the three data sharing policies. As described in Section 

3.1.5, the same data sharing policy is used for accessing both the originator and the 

terminator state data. One of the Call Servers (CS1) is operating at a load intensity that is 

5% above the EngCap and the other two Call Servers (CS2 and CS3) are operating at 

load intensities 5% below the EngCap. For all other parameters, we use the same default
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values listed in Table 5-1. The results for these three policies are summarized in Figure 

5-15 (without load sharing) and Figure 5-16 (with load sharing).
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1071.26 1600.00 1437.24Cluster
Data Sharing Policy

Figure 5-15: Effect of data sharing policies on the 95th PODs of the Call Server cluster

when load sharing is not used

It was concluded in [Maj04] that, for a single read and a single write operation on the 

terminator state data, the engineered capacity achieved with the remote access policy is 

marginally better than the other two policies. The migration policy shows a slightly 

better performance as compared to the replication policy. The results shown in Figure 

5-15 show the same ranking of the data sharing policies as observed for the engineered 

capacity in [Maj04]. The overall 95th POD of the cluster is the best for the remote access 

policy.
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Figure 5-16: Effect of data sharing policies on the 95th PODs of the Call Server cluster

when load sharing is used

There are two important conclusions which we can make from the results achieved with 

load sharing and shown in Figure 5-16. First, load sharing has improved the overall 

performance of the cluster system no matter which data sharing policy is applied. 

Secondly, the relative performance of the CS Selection strategies is the same as found in 

[Maj04] for a single read and a single write operation on the terminator state data. The 

remote access policy is better than the other two policies, but the migration policy is 

marginally better than the replication policy. The 95th PODs (see Figure 5-16) of lightly 

loaded Call Servers (CS2 and CS3) are slightly higher for the migration policy. This is 

because of the extra overhead required to migrate the data from a remote Call Server and 

the additional service time needed when the data is migrated back to the original CS.
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5.8 Analysis of the Duration of Call Events
There are four call events that depend on the response of subscribers. These four events 

are dialing a number, answering a call, talking on the phone and hanging up the phone. 

The durations of these call events vary from subscriber to subscriber and call to call. We 

simulated these events by using truncated exponential distributions. The time duration of 

these events vary from seconds to minutes depending on the subscribers. Ideally, the 

duration of these events should be simulated based on the real life data, but it has been 

observed that using such real life values of duration can cause the duration of the 

simulation experiments to become very large. For achieving a reasonable simulation 

time, a truncated exponential distribution with mean of 5 sec is used for all the call 

events. This is referred to as Scheme 1 in Figure 5-17. In Scheme 2, different mean 

values are used for the durations of the different call events. This scheme uses a mean of 

3 sec for dialing a number, a mean of 5 sec for answering a call, a mean of 10 sec for 

talking and a mean of 2 sec for hanging up. Different mean values in Scheme 2 reflect 

the fact such as dialing a number takes lesser time as compared to talking on the phone. 

Similarly, hanging up the phone is the least time taking activity. Note that the overall 

mean duration for all the four events in Scheme 2 is 5 sec that is equal to the overall 

mean duration for the four events in Scheme 1. One of the Call Servers (CS1) is 

operating at a load intensity that is 5% above the EngCap and the other two Call Servers 

(CS2 and CS3) are operating at load intensities 5% below the EngCap. For all other 

parameters, we use the same default values listed in Table 5-1. The results for the two 

schemes with and without using load sharing (No LS) are shown in Figure 5-17.
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Figure 5-17: Effect of different call event durations on the 95th PODs of the Call Server

cluster with and without load sharing 

Without load sharing, Scheme 2 produces slightly better results than Scheme 1. The

results shown in Figure 5-17 show that there is not a large difference (±7.84% without

load sharing and ±0.2% with load sharing) in the overall 95th POD of the cluster

achieved with Scheme 1 and Scheme 2, especially when load sharing is applied. The

results indicate that system performance is not very sensitive to whether the same or

different means are used for modeling the call events.

5.9 Effect of Locality Factor
Locality factor that depends on the location of the terminator state data has a direct effect 

on the performance of the cluster. If the terminator state data is local to the Call Server, 

that is handling the call, performance and capacity of the cluster system are improved
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[Maj04]. In this set of experiments, we investigate the effect of locality factor of a Call 

Server cluster with and without using load sharing technique. One of the Call Servers 

(CS1) is operating at a load intensity that is 5% above the EngCap and the other two Call 

Servers (CS2 and CS3) are operating at load intensities 5% below the EngCap. For all 

other parameters, we use the same default values listed in Table 5-1. The results are 

shown in Figure 5-18 (without load sharing) and Figure 5-19 (with load sharing).
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Figure 5-18: Effect of locality factor on the 95th PODs of the Call Server cluster when

load sharing is not used

The three data sets shown in Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-19 are for three values of locality

factor (25%, 50% and 75%). From Figure 5-18, we can see that the 95th PODs of

individual CSs and of the cluster are high for lower values of the locality factor. By

increasing the locality factor, the performance of the system is improved significantly.
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For a locality factor of 75%, the overall 95th POD is reduced to 140.39 msec from a 

value of 1071 msec that was achieved with a locality factor of 50%.
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Figure 5-19: Effect of locality factor on the 95th PODs of the Call Server cluster when

load sharing is used

It is difficult to accurately capture the impact of locality factor with load sharing 

techniques. If we transfer a call to a remote Call Server, then the terminator data that was 

originally remote can possibly become local and vice versa. From Figure 5-19, we 

observe that load sharing has improved results for all the three value of locality factor of 

a local Call Server. We also observe that higher the locality factor lower is the overall 

95th POD for the cluster. Without load sharing, the higher probability of finding a 

terminator data on the same local CS improves the performance of the system. But 

because of load sharing, the probability of the terminator data on the remote CS for 

redirected calls can become high. So the overhead of handling these calls will be high
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because both the originator and the terminator data now exist on the remote CS. For a 

locality factor of 25%, the overall 95th POD is improved from 1600 msec to 493.26 msec 

when load distribution is used. These results have shown that the load sharing always 

improves the performance of the system but locality factor is another important factor 

which affects system performance, with and without load sharing.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions

The experimental results using different work load parameters and different scenarios of 

the Call Server cluster are presented in Chapter 5. The investigation of load sharing 

techniques, redirection policies in particular, is very important in the design of Call 

Server clusters. Also, the thesis is useful for Nortel Networks in understanding the 

impact of different system and workload parameters on the performance of load sharing 

on a Call Server cluster. Based on the results of the simulations conducted, we first 

present our conclusions on the impact of different workload and system parameters. A 

comparison of the different redirection policies is presented next Finally, we describe 

directions for future research.

6.1 Workload and System Parameters
The impact of different workload and system parameters is investigated with simulation 

experiments. A summary of the observations made from the simulation results are 

presented in the following sub-sections.

6.1.1 Load Index

Selecting an appropriate load index is important in load sharing. Our first choice of the 

load index was the size of the queue of new calls (origination queue). Since the call 

processing subsystem serves new calls in the form of batches and the progress queue has
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more priority than the origination queue, it is difficult to find a linear relationship 

between the load on the Call Server and the size of the origination queue.

The origination delay is an alternative option of load index. Since the origination delay is 

a response of the system, so it is a performance index that reflects the system behavior. 

For this reason, we used 95th percentile value of the origination delay. Use of regular 95th 

percentile value was not good enough to achieve instantaneous values, so we use a 

moving 95th percentile origination delay which is calculated from the data stored for a 

fixed time period (Window Size) and from History Data. A short Window tends to make 

the load sharing system react prematurely to transient load spikes whereas a very large 

Window Size tends to make the system sluggish in reacting to load change. Thus, an 

intermediate Window Size is to be chosen. For the experiments described in this thesis, 

the effective value of the Window Size is observed to be 1.0 sec. It has also been seen 

that use of History Data helps to improve the performance of the system.

6.1.2 Thresholds

The thresholds used for the transfer policy and the location policy are in the range of the 

95th POD achieved at the engineered capacity of a Call Server. The 95th POD should be 

Tec (140 msec) at the engineered capacity of a Call Server. So we experimented with 

different values of thresholds slightly above and below Tec.

For the experiments described in this thesis, the transfer policy threshold value which is 

almost 25% above Tcc is found to be more appropriate for designating a Call Server as a 

sender. By choosing a value above Tcc with a reasonable margin has the additional 

advantage that a CS does not become a sender because of minor transients.
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For the location policy, the threshold value (105 msec) which is almost 25% lower than 

Tec is observed to be effective for selecting a potential receiver CS. This is because the 

95th POD rises sharply after the value of 105 msec due to its non-linear behavior. If we 

select a receiver CS operating very near the EngCap (Tec), then such a Call Server can 

become overloaded after accepting a small number of calls from a remote CS. That is 

why using a threshold value that is smaller than Tec by a reasonable margin is 

appropriate.

6.1.3 Data Sharing Policies

There are three data sharing policies for accessing the terminator state data. These are 

investigated in detail in the first phase of this research [Maj04]. As already mentioned in 

Section 2.2.4, we can apply the same three data sharing policies to access the originator 

state data as well. We compared the three policies using the same policy for both the 

originator and the terminator data in one experiment and found that the remote access 

policy is better than the other two policies, but migration policy is marginally better than 

the replication policy. The experiment was based on a system that performs a single read 

and a single write operation on the state data for both the originator and the terminator. 

In case of multiple read and write operations on the terminator state data, the migration 

policy is observed to be better than the other two policies on a system that does not use 

load sharing [Maj04]. A similar analysis on a system that uses load sharing is worthy of 

investigation.

6.1.4 Locality Factor

In the first phase of this project, Majumdar et al. [Maj04] have also shown that the 

location of the terminator state data has a significant impact on the capacity of the Call
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Server cluster. By increasing the locality factor, the capacity of the cluster system can be 

increased. We have seen that load sharing improves the performance of the system for all 

values of the locality factor. With load sharing, we also observed the same trend of 

improvement in performance by increasing the value of locality factor as was concluded 

in [Maj04].

6.2 Comparison of Redirection Policies
A number of redirection policies, static as well as adaptive, are investigated in this thesis. 

The important observations made for each policy are summarized in the following sub

sections. An effort is also made to find a redirection policy which can be reasonably 

effective for a wide range of the overloaded situations.

6.2.1 Static Policy

The static policy redirects a fixed proportion (5) of new calls on every invocation of the 

broker, without considering the level of overloading of the sender CS or ascertaining 

how much below the threshold a receiver Call Server is operating at. The value of 8, 

however, is found to be dependent on the level of overloading of the overloaded node. 

Thus, an effective value of 5 found for one particular level of overloading does not seem 

to be effective for the other levels of overloading.

6.2.2 Adaptive #1

Adaptive policies use one or more attributes of the load status of Call Servers to 

calculate the redirection factor, 8. Adaptive #1 is based on the limited knowledge of 

system load and uses the load status of the sender Call Server only. For the experiments 

described in this thesis, this policy shows satisfactory results only for the lower levels of
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overloading (0-7.5% above the EngCap). It is found less effective for higher levels of 

overloading (see Section 5.5.3).

6.2.3 Adaptive #2

Adaptive #2 uses the load information of the sender CS but the maximum redirected 

constant, P, is selected from a set of values. Each value in the set of P corresponds to one 

availability level of the receiver CS. This policy shows a better performance in 

comparison to all other policies for lower levels of overloading (0-7.5% above the 

EngCap). This policy has also shown a significant performance improvement if the spare 

capacity on the receiver CS is high. For higher overloading levels, this policy 

demonstrates a satisfactory performance as well (see Section 5.5.3). The effectiveness of 

this policy stems from the use of the load status of both the sender and the receiver CSs.

6.2.4 Adaptive #3

Adaptive #3 is based on the load status of the receiver CS only. It shows satisfactory 

results for lower levels of overloading (0-7.5% above the EngCap) of an overloaded Call 

Server. But this policy has also shown a very effective and consistent performance for 

higher levels of overloading. We have seen from the results shown in Section 5.5.3 that 

this policy shows a consistent performance when overloading levels are changed in Call 

Server cluster. As already discussed, the receiver CS operating at a load intensity slightly 

below the EngCap is very sensitive to the number of calls transferred. So this policy uses 

lower values of 8 (see Figure 3-6) to get improved performance in such situations.
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6.2.5 Adaptive #4

Adaptive #4 is a uniform sender and receiver load based policy. It calculates the 

redirection factor, 8, based on the load status of the sender CS and the receiver CS 

independently. This policy has shown good performance only for higher levels of 

overloading on the overloaded Call Server. This policy produces poor results if receiver 

CS is operating slightly below the EngCap.

6.2.6 Discussion

It is observed that the adaptive policies are far better than the static policy. The adaptive 

policies mainly differ in the algorithm used for calculating the redirection factor, 8. The 

calculation of 8 based only on the load status of the sender CS (Adaptive #1) does not 

produce satisfactory performance unless load status of the receiver CS is involved as well 

(Adaptive #2). Adaptive #4 does not perform well at lower levels of overloading because 

a large number of calls may get transferred to the receiver Call Server. Both Adaptive #2 

and Adaptive #3 demonstrate good performance for a broad range of overloading. 

Adaptive #3, however, uses lesser state information than adaptive #2.

Most experiments described in this thesis correspond to a three-CS cluster. The 

performances of the redirection strategies depend on the type of information used in the 

computation of 8 that is based on the load status of the two Call Servers: the sender and 

the receiver. We expect the conclusions regarding the relative performances of the 

redirection strategies to hold for a cluster containing more than three Call Servers. 

However, performing simulation experiments for large clusters and investigating the 

degree of performance improvement due to the deployment of load sharing is important
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6.3 Overheads
There are two main sources of overheads associated with load sharing in Call Server 

clusters. The first accrues from the computation of load indices and the distribution of 

load information. The experimental results demonstrate the importance of using both 

current and recent past information in computation of the load index: whether simpler 

methods exist for the computation of the load index warrants investigation. The second 

overhead concerns the computation of 5 performed by a redirection strategy. The static 

policy is expected to give rise to the smallest overhead. Adaptive #2 and Adaptive #4 

that use information regarding both sender and receiver Call Servers are expected to give 

rise to higher overheads. The impact of these overheads on the relative performances of 

the redirection policies requires further investigation.

6.4 Future Research
A Call server cluster involves a number of issues. We have only covered the area of 

selection of Call Servers based on system load. Future work regarding this particular 

area of the Call Server clustering is summarized.

1. We used a fixed threshold based transfer policy in this research. To achieve 

further adaptability, a dynamic threshold based policy in which the threshold 

depends on the load information of the Call Servers in the cluster can be used. 

Such a dynamic threshold based policy warrants investigation.

2. We used a weighted random selection policy for the selection of a receiver. In 

this policy, we can only transfer to one receiver at a time. An enhanced selection 

policy that can select more than one receiver to transfer the load may lead to
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higher system performance. Investigation of such a location policy is worthy of 

future research.

3. In the current versions of telephone switches, overloading is controlled by 

throttling the input traffic of new calls if load intensity increases beyond the level 

of the engineered capacity of a CS. During throttling, a Call Server directs its 

peripheral module to either slow down or stop the new calls. Use of throttling in 

Call Server clusters is an important direction for future research.
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Appendix A: Average Origination Delay for One 
Overloaded Call Server Scenario

Table A-l: Average origination delay achieved at different load configurations without 

load sharing for the one overloaded Call Server scenario

Load

Configuration

Average Origination Delay (msec)

CS1 CS2 CS3 Cluster

10L-2LL 1 54.06 36.19 35.89 42.05
10L-2LL 2 71.38 35.70 36.45 47.84
10L-2LL 3 598.39 35.63 36.36 223.46
10L-2LL 4 8103.87 36.81 36.55 2725.74

Table A-2: Average origination delay achieved at different load configurations with the 

static policy for the one overloaded Call Server scenario

Load

Configurations

Average Origination Delay (msec)

CS1 CS2 CS3 Cluster

10L-2LL 1 49.45 36.94 36.90 41.10
10L-2LL 2 52.43 37.36 38.71 42.84
10L-2LL 3 72.82 44.02 43.08 53.31
10L-2LL 4 119.24 58.86 61.56 79.89

Table A-3: Average origination delay achieved at different load configurations with 

Adaptive #1 for the one overloaded Call Server scenario

Load

Configuration

Average Origination Delay (msec)

CS1 CS2 CS3 Cluster

10L-2LL 1 49.67 38.12 37.53 41.77
10L-2LL 2 56.31 38.38 39.46 44.72
10L-2LL 3 69.10 45.70 46.69 53.83
10L-2LL 4 106.30 54.38 54.19 71.62
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Table A-4: Average origination delay achieved at different load configurations with

Adaptive #2 for the one overloaded Call Server scenario

Load

Configuration

Average Origination Delay (msec)

CS1 CS2 CS3 Cluster

10L-2LL 1 46.61 37.74 37.01 40.45
10L-2LL 2 53.77 37.43 38.12 43.11
10L-2LL 3 69.47 44.69 42.99 52.38
10L-2LL 4 128.55 54.02 52.44 78.34

Table A-5: Average origination delay achieved at different load configurations with 

Adaptive #3 for the one overloaded Call Server scenario

Load

Configuration

Average Origination Delay (msec)

CS1 CS2 CS3 Cluster

10L-2LL 1 50.96 41.08 40.94 44.33
10L-2LL 2 52.92 43.86 44.91 47.23
10L-2LL 3 71.99 48.68 50.15 56.94
10L-2LL 4 163.16 57.65 54.38 91.73

Table A-6: Average origination delay achieved at different load configurations with 

Adaptive #4 for the one overloaded Call Server scenario

Load

Configuration

Average Origination Delay (msec)

CS1 CS2 CS3 Cluster

10L-2LL 1 46.92 37.48 37.99 40.80
10L-2LL 2 55.63 39.60 42.80 46.01
10L-2LL 3 79.23 51.50 52.12 60.95
10L-2LL 4 115.83 65.33 68.82 83.33
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Appendix B: Average Origination Delay for 
Variable Lightly Loaded Call Servers Scenario

Table B -l: Average origination delay achieved at different load configurations without 

load sharing for the two variable lightly loaded Call Servers scenario

Load

Configuration

Average Origination Delay (msec)

CS1 CS2 CS3 Cluster

10L-2LL 1 1141.05 59.21 56.41 418.89
10L-2LL 2 775.93 45.42 45.60 288.99
10L-2LL 3 598.39 35.63 36.36 223.46
10L-2LL 4 574.22 30.02 29.86 211.37

Table B-2: Average origination delay achieved at different load configurations with the 

static policy for the two variable lightly loaded Call Servers scenario

Load

Configuration

Average Origination Delay (msec)

CS1 CS2 CS3 Cluster

10L-2LL 1 247.68 77.39 97.19 140.75
10L-2LL 2 123.88 69.90 70.74 88.17
10L-2LL 3 72.82 44.02 43.08 53.31
10L-2LL 4 59.93 34.77 34.81 43.17

Table B-3: Average origination delay achieved at different load configurations with 

Adaptive #1 for the two variable lightly loaded Call Servers scenario

Load

Configuration

Average Origination Delay (msec)

CS1 CS2 CS3 Cluster

10L-2LL 1 176.56 88.74 93.09 119.46
10L-2LL 2 99.60 62.98 67.07 76.55
10L-2LL 3 69.10 45.70 46.69 53.83
10L-2LL 4 64.46 33.37 33.50 43.78
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Table B-4: Average origination delay achieved at different load configurations with

Adaptive #2 for the two variable lightly loaded Call Servers scenario

Load

Configuration

Average Origination Delay (msec)

CS1 CS2 CS3 Cluster

10L-2LL 1 245.39 77.43 69.72 130.85
10L-2LL 2 96.91 59.16 56.35 70.81
10L-2LL 3 69.47 44.69 42.99 52.38
10L-2LL 4 63.29 34.20 33.83 43.77

Table B-5: Average origination delay achieved at different load configurations with 

Adaptive #3 for the two variable lightly loaded Call Servers scenario

Load

Configuration

Average Origination Delay (msec)

CS1 CS2 CS3 Cluster

10L-2LL 1 274.69 65.94 79.79 140.14
10L-2LL 2 157.95 82.69 70.15 103.60
10L-2LL 3 71.99 48.68 50.15 56.94
10L-2LL 4 60.73 37.84 38.16 41.58

Table B-6: Average origination delay achieved at different load configurations with 

Adaptive #4 for the two variable lightly loaded Call Servers scenario

Load

Configuration

Average Origination Delay (msec)

CS1 CS2 CS3 Cluster

10L-2LL 1 193.41 92.69 86.32 124.14
10L-2LL 2 128.08 76.89 86.94 97.30
10L-2LL 3 79.23 51.50 52.12 60.95
10L-2LL 4 56.21 34.31 35.90 42.14
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Appendix C: Results (95th POD and ODI Factor) for 
Two Variable Overloaded Call Servers and One 
Lightly Loaded Call Server Scenario

Table C -l: Load configurations for the two variable overloaded Call Servers and one

lightly loaded Call Server scenario

Load

Configuration

Load Intensity (Kcalls/hr)

Two Overloaded CSs (CS1 and CS2) Lightly loaded CS (CS3)

20L-1LL 1 3150 (EngCap) 3000
20L-1LL 2 3220 (2.5% above EngCap) 3000
20L-1LL 3 3300 (5% above EngCap) 3000
20L-1LL 4 3400 (7.5% above EngCap) 3000

2000.00

1500.00

1000.00

500.00

2QL-1LL 1 20L-1LL 2 20L-1LL 3 20L-1LL 4

118.90 188.37 547.12 1600.00& No Load Sharing
166.25114.80 311.12 606.87□ State

119.61 169.36 287.34 497.92a  Adaptve #1
110.08 159.27 281.12 571.17□  Adaptve #2
123.45 178.21 309.42 631.22m Adaptve #3
137.12 192.45 333.56 680.23ESI Adaptve #4

Load Configuration

Figure C -l: Comparison of the 95 th PODs achieved using different redirection policies 

for the two variable overloaded Call Servers and one lightly loaded Call Server scenario
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20L-1LL 2 20L-1LL 3 20L-1LL 420L-1 LL 1
□ State
3 Adaptive #1 0.99 1.11 1.90 3.21
0 Adaptive #2 | 1.08 1.18 1.95 2.80
E Adaptive #3 0.96 1.06 1.77 2.53
a Adaptive #4 0.87 0.98 1.64 2.35

Load Configuration

Figure C-2: Comparison of the ODI factors achieved using different redirection policies 

for the two variable overloaded Call Servers and one lightly loaded Call Server scenario
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Appendix D: Results (95th POD and ODI Factor) for 
Two Overloaded Call Servers and One Variable 
Lightly Loaded Call Server Scenario

Table D -l: Load configurations for the two overloaded Call Servers and one variable

lightly loaded Call Server scenario

Load

Configuration

Load Intensity (Kcalls/hr)

Two Overloaded CSs (CS1 

and CS2)

Lightly loaded CS (CS3)

20L-1LL 1 3300 3080 (2.5% below EngCap)
20L-1LL 2 3300 3000 (5% below EngCap)
20L-1LL 3 3300 2833 (10% below EngCap)

2000.00

ipti

yV'-N-Vb-W, ;p?i
|  v . W '  
iO < i5 £ t!

S No Load Sharing I 1600.00 | 1600.00 | 1426.00
□ Static 1106.15 606.87 | 329.85
E3 Adaptive #1 1081.35 571.17 279.48
0  Adaptive #2 711.75 497.92 i 281.52

@ Adaptive #3 1234.56 631.22 249.21
S3 Adaptive #4 1284.23 680.23 272.12

Load Configuration

Figure D -l: Comparison of the 95th PODs achieved using different redirection policies 

for the two overloaded Call Servers and one variable lightly loaded Call Server scenario
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20L-1 LL_1 20L-1 LL_2 20L-1 LL_3

□ Static S 1.45 2.64 4.32
H Adaptive #1 1.48 I 2.80 5.10
0  Adaptive #2 2.25 3.21 5.07 |
0  Adaptive #3 1.30 j  2.53 5.72
0 Adaptive #4 1.25 2.35 5.24 !

Load Configuration

Figure D-2: Comparison of the ODI factors achieved using different redirection policies 

for the two overloaded Call Servers and one variable lightly loaded Call Server scenario
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